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ABSTRACT 
 
Labour Movements have been involved at one point in time or the other in the 
governance of their countries. They may be in political alliances with ruling 
governments and conform to its political interests. On the other hand, they may be mere 
participants in public policy discourse. Globally, the degree of influence of Trade 
Unions is somehow related to the influence of their states within the global system. 
Globalisation has two faces; one for good and the other for the transmission of the 
adverse effects of neo-liberal capitalism, manifested in the global affront on working 
rights. The global nature of this challenge calls for an equally global response. To this 
end, the development of cooperation among workers for purposes of Global Trade 
Union Solidarity that transcends the political boundaries of a state is imperative. Also, 
at the international stage, little opportunity is offered workers to collectively influence 
decision making within international organisations and regional integration 
communities. The study therefore explored South-South Cooperation (SSC) and Global 
Trade Union Solidarity. It further made a case study of the Trades Union Congress 
(TUC) of Ghana, and then investigated avenues of SSC among Trade Unions within the 
context of Africa. The research was conducted within the theoretical framework of the 
„World-Systems‟ analysis which examines global issues within a relational construction 
of core-semi-peripheral areas and provides an understanding of the disparities that exists 
within global governance arrangements. The study found out that cooperation is 
possible among Trade Unions of different nationalities despite the state-centric and 
anarchic nature of the international system. Cooperation forms the basis for solidarity, 
and for solidarity to be developed, there is the need for „envy-reduction‟, confidence 
building and institutionalised mechanisms to sustain relations. It was identified that the 
TUC of Ghana is engaged in some levels of South-South Trade Union Cooperation, 
which includes a trilateral with the Congress of South African Trade Unions 
(COSATU) and the Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC). Within the context of Africa, it 
was identified that the mechanisms for SSC among Trade Unions are often weak. The 
study therefore recommends that these mechanisms should be strengthened and 
institutionalised at (sub) regional levels and also within regional integration 
communities to grant workers prominent influence in the decision-making mechanisms 
on the continent. Such efforts will further provide institutionalised avenues for 
expressing Solidarity towards a decentralised management of the huge challenges that 
confront workers on a global scale.  
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 RESUMO 
 
Título 
“O papel da Cooperação Sul-Sul na construção da Solidariedade Sindical Global – o 
caso de Gana” 
 
Resumo  
Os movimentos sindicais e de trabalhadores têm se envolvido, em algum momento no 
tempo, na governação dos seus países. Eles podem estar em alianças políticas com os 
governos no poder e em conformidade com os seus interesses políticos. Por outro lado, 
eles podem ser meros participantes no discurso sobre políticas públicas. Em termos 
globais, o grau de influência dos sindicatos está de alguma forma relacionado com a 
influência dos seus Estados dentro do sistema global. A Globalização tem duas faces; 
uma para o bem e outra para a transmissão dos efeitos adversos do capitalismo 
neoliberal, manifestada na afronta global sobre os direitos do trabalho. A natureza 
global deste desafio requer uma resposta igualmente global. Para este fim, é imperativo 
o desenvolvimento da cooperação entre trabalhadores com vista a forjar a Solidariedade 
Sindical Global que transcenda as fronteiras políticas de um Estado. Além disso, 
existem poucas oportunidades, no plano internacional, para os trabalhadores 
influenciarem coletivamente a tomada de decisão no seio das organizações 
internacionais e de integração regional. Por conseguinte, o estudo explorou a 
Cooperação Sul-Sul (SSC) e a Solidariedade Sindical Global. Elaborou ainda um estudo 
de caso sobre o Congresso de Sindicatos de Gana (TUC), tendo investigado os 
caminhos da SSC entre sindicatos no contexto de África. A pesquisa foi conduzida 
utilizando o referencial teórico da “Teoria do Sistema-Mundo” que examina as questões 
globais dentro de uma construção relacional de centro/semi-periferia/periferia e que 
fornece uma compreensão das disparidades existentes dentro dos arranjos de 
governação global. O estudo descobriu que a cooperação entre sindicatos de diferentes 
nacionalidades é possível apesar da natureza anárquica e centrada no Estado-Nação do 
sistema internacional. A cooperação constitui a base para a solidariedade, e para que a 
solidariedade seja desenvolvida, é necessária a “redução da inveja”, a construção de 
confiança e mecanismos institucionalizados que sustentem essas relações. Foi ainda 
identificado que o TUC se encontra envolvido em diversos níveis de Cooperação 
Sindical Sul-Sul que inclui a cooperação trilateral com o Congresso dos Sindicatos Sul-
africanos (COSATU) e com o Congresso Nigeriano do Trabalho (NLC). Constatou-se 
que, no contexto africano, os mecanismos de SSC entre sindicatos são frequentemente 
fracos. O estudo recomenda, portanto, que estes sejam fortalecidos e institucionalizados 
a nível (sub) regional e nas organizações de integração regional de forma a conferir aos 
trabalhadores maior influência nos mecanismos de tomada de decisão do continente. 
Tais esforços poderão fornecer meios institucionalizados para a expressão da 
solidariedade em direção a uma gestão descentralizada dos enormes desafios com que se 
confrontam os trabalhadores numa escala global. 
 
Palavras-chave:  Cooperação Sul-Sul, Solidariedade Sindical Global, Gana 
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CHAPTER ONE 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
1.1 Background to the Problem 
The modern state system, constructed on the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648 ended the 30 
years’ war in Europe. This treaty was anchored on the principle of sovereign equality of 
states and non-interference. It provided the framework for relations among states and 
interactions on the global stage.1  
The present-day economic system was built within a context of 19th century civilization 
on four main pillars; the balance of power system, the international gold standard, self-
regulating markets and the liberal state. While the first two pillars were international, the 
last two were national in scope. Also, the first and fourth pillars were political in nature 
while the second and third were economic in nature. Whereas the balance of power system 
helped prevent devastating wars among the major world powers, the ‘international gold 
standard’ became the module within which the global economy was organized in a way 
never before thought of. Also, the concept of self-regulating markets helped to generate 
untold wealth based on the ideology of the liberal state which limited its participation in 
markets to avoid competition with private interest and capital.2 
During the hundred years’ peace (1815-1914), conflicts involving a major power were 
generally localized in nature, save the Crimea War, and a brief period of 18 months during 
which England, France, Prussia, Austria, Italy and Russia engaged in hostilities.3 The 
hundred year’s peace can therefore be said to have created the peaceful and congenial 
atmosphere within which the industrial revolution flourished. This period was based on 
the Concert of Europe system which sought to prevent any particular state from becoming 
overly powerful to pose a real threat to others.4 In this same period, the Berlin Conference 
of 1884-5 was held to among others resolve contestations of the imperialistic interests of 
major European powers, culminating in their partitioning of Africa.5  
During the 100 years’ peace, the implementation of ‘haute finance’, (a practice whereby 
private capital was partly financing the activities of the state) was based on personal 
motives of gain but incidentally helped to preserve some form of peace, since financiers 
were also conscious of their interest and did not want a total escalation of conflicts that 
would destroy their financial interests. Despite this, political rivalry persisted among 
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major European powers. However, during periods of conflicts, the commercial interests 
of states and private capital was largely preserved.6 This has evolved into the current 
global economic system and is now subtle in nature.7  
The resilience of the Concert of Europe architecture diminished as a result of the loss of 
economic and political might by some of the states, and further by the formation of two 
main alliances. As a result of the weakened ability to put one-another in check, the 
economic sub-structure that contributed to peace also weakened, contributing to the 
outbreak of World War I (1914-1918). After the WWI, there were attempts at rebuilding. 
This attempt was dampened by a global economic depression. Also, there emerged 
unresolved grievances that stemmed from the Treaty of Versailles, signed to end the 
WWI. Arguably, these issues contributed to a breakdown of the appeasement and 
consequently, the outbreak of WWII (1939-1945).  
The end of the Second World War saw the rebuilding of the global architecture for peace 
around the United Nations Organisation (a successor to the defunct League of Nations). 
The post-1945 framework included political, economic and social institutions meant to 
prevent a repeat of the incidences that led to the outbreak of two World Wars. One 
surviving institution of the pre-WWII era was the International Labour Organization 
(ILO), established in 1919 on a notion of social justice to ensure lasting world peace. Its 
work is based on a unique system of tripartite and social dialogue that seeks to grant equal 
voice for employees, employers and governments.8 It then became one of the initial 
specialized agencies of the United Nations (UN) and the first in terms of labour.  
The United Nations consists of six principal organs; the General Assembly, the Security 
Council, the Economic and Social Council, the International Court of Justice, The 
Trusteeship Council and the Secretariat. The General Assembly is more deliberative in 
nature with equal representation and voting rights for all its 193 member states.9 The 
primary responsibility of the Security Council is the maintenance of international peace 
and security. It is made up of fifteen members, five are permanent with veto powers 
(Britain, China,  France, Russia Federation, and the United States of America), and the 
remaining ten are non-permanent members, elected from among the membership of the 
General Assembly for a two-year tenure.10 The Economic and Social Council generally 
consists of deliberative institutions while the International Court of Justice acts as the 
principal judicial organ of the United Nations.11     
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On the economic front, discussions towards the end of the Second World War took place 
in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, United State in 1944. These discussions led to the 
creation of two key institutions often referred to as the Bretton Woods institutions, to 
secure world peace. They are the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank 
and are respectively responsible for stability in the international monetary system and 
provision of finance for international reconstruction after the devastation from WWII.  
To avoid the challenges related to trade that contributed to conflicts among major world 
powers, a plan was made to establish a body to regulate the rules of world trade. However 
due to some disagreements, only a portion of the plan was initially implemented through 
the creation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1947. It was later 
succeed by the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995.12 The contemporary global 
governance arrangement therefore draws some of its characteristics from the architecture 
built in the 19th Century that underpinned the 100 years peace.  
In a discussion of the contemporary capitalist system and its impact on labour social 
regulations, Luiz Gonzaga Belluzo emphasises the importance of social relations in any 
economic venture. He continues that Capitalism has gained further momentum because 
the power of the state has often been substituted for that of private individuals. This 
according to him has partly contributed to the excessive concentration of wealth in the 
hands of a few persons without the creation of enough employment, job security and 
better working conditions for workers. He further points out that financial innovation, 
expansion of credit, reduction of revenues, and mobility of big enterprises to low wage 
areas of the world and technological changes in the form of competition has contributed 
greatly to the challenges of outsourcing and precariousness of work.13  
Traditionally, states where the main actors or focus of the International System. With the 
intensification of globalization, this has changed and brought into prominence other 
actors such as Trans-national Corporations (TNCs), International Governmental 
Organizations (IGOs), International Non-Governmental Organizations (INGOs), Civil 
Society/ Social Movements, and in some cases, individuals.  
Relationships among actors in the international system was previously analyzed from the 
perspective of the dominant states. However, in recent times, a different perspectives of 
analysis constructed in a framework of core-periphery, or dominant-dependent have 
emerged, and is partly rooted in an economic perspective of capitalism. The change in 
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analytical scope has brought to the fore ethical issues such as global (re)distribution of 
wealth. This narrative is further built upon by some progressive scholars who argue that 
the purpose of analysis should be an attempt to “create new forms of political community 
and new forms of human solidarity”.14  
Some scholars have questioned whether the concerns of Workers and Trade Unions are 
to be confined within their national boundaries of a state. Bearing in mind the insistence 
by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels that “workers have no country”15, they have observed 
that Trade Unions have often been shaped by the socio-political atmospheres within 
which they operate than by the ideal of “Proletarian Internationalism”. 16  
How realistic are these suggestions that Trade Unions are or should constrained in their 
action by the political construction of state? Are there any mutual interests that will 
promote cooperation among Trade Unions, especially those of the Global South? Are 
there mutual challenges that these Trade Unions can draw on as a motivation for 
cooperation? How can Trade Union Solidarity be constructed within the contemporary 
global arrangement?  
A thorough discussion on Trade Unions, South-South Cooperation, and Solidarity and 
how they are to be conceptualized, especially, within the context of the Global South is 
very critical to building a deeper understanding and perspectives of Global Trade Union 
Solidarity. This is very important from the point of view of the Global South since they 
are faced with similar challenges.  
 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
The fundamental principles underpinning the operations of Trade Unions have always 
included unity of purpose in confronting the challenges that face workers and pressing 
home their interests for redress by employers and Governments. In fact, Trade Unions 
have had a long history of development, especially, after the Industrial revolution in the 
19th Century, from which period, one can trace its modern forms.  
At the global level, workers face numerous challenges which mainly results from the 
capitalist mode of production and accumulation that is further deepened by its constantly 
changing nature. Capitalism has therefore always gone through an evolutionary process 
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as its survival strategy.17 After the latest global neo-liberal wave of the late 1970s, it has 
currently entered into a phase where it is ‘finance-led’.   
This process has always been accompanied by globalization which has helped to spread 
the Capitalist agenda around the world, thereby threatening the traditional ways in which 
workers have always organized and defended their interests. More to this, the globalized 
nature of the challenge has affected the efficacy of ‘state centric’ methods of organizing 
by workers to protect their interests. It therefore seem no more efficient for workers and 
Trade Unions to concentrate their efforts solely within their geographical boundaries.  
Despite the differences that may exists among workers, the need for global workers 
solidarity, as a counter measure to these challenges is greater than ever before. The Global 
South which usually possesses relatively less financial and political power on the global 
stage are often negatively affected and left at the mercies of global financial capital. Their 
coming together can therefore mean the building of synergies to confront similar 
challenges, even as they cooperate with the global north towards broader aims.  
Research on Trade Unions have however devoted less emphasis on Global Trade Union 
Solidarity and especially, on the role played by South-South Trade Union Cooperation as 
a building bloc of Global Trade Union Solidarity. Often, the concept of South-South 
Cooperation have been misconstrued to be effective only at the level of interactions 
between or among governments, while Trade Unions have taken less advantage of the 
framework it provides.  
Little focus has also been devoted to the role of regional integration communities in 
providing platforms for interactions among Trade Unions as part of the integration 
process. In as much as Governments and state institutions interact within such 
arrangements, the lack of opportunities for Trade Unions to do same, acts as a set back to 
the promotion of common understanding and deepening of Regional Trade Union/ 
Workers Solidarity.  
In what ways can South-South Trade Union Cooperation be deepened to contribute its 
quota towards building a resilient Global Trade Union Solidarity Movement? Is 
cooperation among the relatively weaker states of the Global South possible? Can South-
South Cooperation be implemented to deepen Global Trade Union Solidarity? Should 
South-South Cooperation be a replacement for traditional forms of cooperation? Is the 
quest for Global Trade Union Solidarity an illusion as Unions may also have peculiar and 
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contesting interests depending on their origins? In their interaction with Trade Unions of 
the Global South, can Trade Unions of the Global North be independent of the National 
interests of their Governments towards states of the Global South whose Trade Unions 
they may be engaged with?  
 
1.3 Objective of the Research 
The research will seek to investigate conceptual issues related to South-South 
Cooperation as a building bloc of Global Trade Union Solidarity. Using the Trade Union 
Congress (TUC) of Ghana as a case study, it will further investigate its state of South-
South Cooperation and how such cooperation is engendering Global Trade Union 
Solidarity. Specifically, the objectives of the research are to: 
1. Re-conceptualize Trade Union Solidarity within the context of South-South 
Cooperation.  
2. Assess the challenges of globalization and finance-led capitalism on Labour.  
3. Investigate the possibilities of cooperation among Trade Unions of different 
nationalities. 
4. Explore the state of South-South Cooperation in the Trade Union Movement in Ghana 
and its impact on the Global Trade Union Solidarity Movement. 
5. Investigate avenues of Trade Union Cooperation within Regional Integration 
Communities in the Global south with Specific reference to Africa. 
 
1.4 Hypothetical Statement 
The research will proceed on the hypothesis that “the involvement of the Trade Union 
Congress (TUC) of Ghana in South-South Cooperation arrangement contributes to 
engendering Global Trade Union Solidarity”.   
 
1.5 Rationale of the Research 
Following the period of finance-led capitalism in the late 1970’s, the traditional forms of 
organizing workers and protecting their interest have been severely affected. This, 
coupled with the intensification of globalization within the same period, threatens the 
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efficiency of national policies and strategies aimed at protecting the interests of workers 
within the boundaries of a state. However, globalization has also provided an opportunity 
for ease of communication among workers in different geographical areas, making it 
easier for collective actions to counter the negative consequences of capitalism on 
workers. The positive opportunities offered by globalization can only be fully accessed if 
workers are well organized globally, thus the importance of developing concrete 
mechanisms of cooperation among Trade Unions for the purposes of global solidarity.  
The study is therefore important to argument literature in the research area. It is also in 
partial fulfilment for the award of a Masters of Arts Degree.  
 
1.6 Theoretical Framework 
There are various approaches that can be adopted in a study which seeks to investigate 
South-South Cooperation and Global Trade Union Solidarity since analysis could be 
made from different perspectives. However, the Research will adopt the ‘World-Systems’ 
Analysis as its theoretical framework, to provide some guidance for analysis.   
The World-Systems Analysis is built on two main pillars; the inter-state system and the 
world economy. Immanuel Wallerstein, the originator of the framework explains that the 
Modern World-System and its capitalistic origins that has evolved over time can be traced 
to the 16th Century, and that capitalism is not only defined by waged labour and the 
existence of profit seeking firms, but also, by its emphasis on the “endless accumulation 
of capital”.18  
He continues that world economy is a large geographical area with substantial division of 
labour that is accompanied by fluidity of capital, labour, goods and services, and is not 
confined by a single political system. According to him, although the capitalist system 
and a world economy goes hand-in-hand, the former critically needs the latter to survive.  
From Wallerstein’s perspective, markets, firms, multiple states, households, classes and 
status groups are the basic institutions of a capitalist economy. Classes are usually 
differentiated on the basis of economic variables whereas status groups are social 
differentiations that emerge from non-economic variables. Status groups may include 
race, ethnicity, or religion. 
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According to him, “the modern world-system has made a central basic feature of its 
structure the simultaneous existence, propagation and practice of both universalism and 
anti-universalism”.19 The axiom of universalism states that all men are equal in value and 
therefore there are particular rules and norms that should be upheld and applied to all 
persons. While all humans are perceived as equal in nature, there exists differentiations 
that are socially constructed by the capitalist system in order to stimulate competition.  
Wallerstein is not oblivious of the importance of States in a capitalist world economy. He 
therefore discusses the rise of the state system which he traced to the Treaty of Westphalia 
and the creation of state sovereignty, the creation of taxation, and the adoption of state 
bureaucracies. Although he regards sovereignty as a claim of recognition which could be 
reciprocated or disputed, he continues that sovereign states are very important to the 
survival of capitalism because they: 
 Set the rules on whether and under what conditions factors of production may 
cross states borders, and also rules concerning employment and compensation. 
 Decide the cost that firms must internalize, and also on what kind of economic 
process may be monopolized and to what degree that may be done.  
 Influence the decisions of other states in relation to firms. 
 Create the rules concerning property rights which is very important for endless 
accumulation of profit and wealth.  
 Set taxes 
Class struggle emerges from a tussle between employees and the owners of capital, about 
the allocation of surplus value that is generated from the production process. Although 
Marxists believe in the possibility of Global class struggle, the presence of the state 
system and the strategy of entrenching nationalism has been a major hindrance. In order 
to be able to hold the sway of its citizens, states are constantly engaged in deepening 
nation bonding through the transformation of a country into a nation. Some of the 
strategies used are the development of State school system, national service (which could 
be in the military), as well as state ceremonies/ functions. The stronger the state’s strength, 
measured by its ability to carry out its policies and wishes, the more likely it can succeed 
at nation building. The variation in the strengths of states often leads to the asymmetrical 
nature of relations among states. 
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Related to contemporary social theory, World-Systems Analysis, provides a basis for 
understanding the contradictions of capitalism. Wallerstein makes the point that the 
current happenings in the world cannot be understood in isolation of one another and the 
current World-system in which they occur, just as human behaviour cannot be easily 
understood outside the society in which it occurs.  
According to the framework, there are three types of systems; mini systems, world 
empires and social systems. Mini systems are described as small, homogeneous societies 
that are self-sustaining. World Empires have economies that thrives on the extraction of 
surplus goods from outlying areas for running the empire, with the surplus bequeathed to 
the Emperor, who heads the homogeneous political system that exists throughout the 
empire. Social systems are entirely different, in that they are world economies with no 
unifying emperor but have their economies also based on the extraction of surplus from 
the peripheries to the centre.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WORLD-SYSTEMS MODEL 
(A Pictorial Representation by Author) 
Fig 1: A pictorial representation of the World-Systems Analysis 
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Capitalism has existed for centuries since its origins in Europe in the 16th century. It was 
based on a transnational division of labour and expanded to swallow many other systems. 
As an evolving system, it was initially bankrolled by capital accumulation from 
merchandise in goods and profits made out of the transnational production system. It was 
also euro-centric in nature with Europe and its allies seeking global hegemony.  
The global division of labour associated with the formative stages of Capitalism 
apportions some forms of tasks and activities to parts of the world. The European and 
now Western areas, are at the epic-centre of the unbalanced system while periphery areas 
of Africa and other former colonies are relegated to the responsibilities of ‘hewers of 
wood’ and ‘drawers of water’ to feed the core areas. The extracted resources of the 
periphery areas provided the inputs for nation building in the core areas. The surplus value 
of the colonial period enabled statecraft to progress rapidly through the building of strong 
armies and state institutions to support a largely mercantilist system. Embedded in the 
capitalist system is a two-tier division of labour, one within nations, reflected in the 
differentiation in access to goods and services, and the other, among nations.  
World Systems Analysis assumes a division of the world into three areas according to 
their importance in the capitalist system. They are the core, semi-periphery and periphery 
areas. The core areas are the most important, are the destination of flow of surplus value, 
are advanced and have a strong ability to maintain law and order to avoid a revolt against 
the system or its destabilization. The periphery areas are the sources of surplus. They 
often have a lower share of global wealth and have relatively weaker states institutions. 
Their contribution to the global economy is usually in terms of low value tasks.  
In-between the two are semi-periphery areas whose predicament is rooted in history. They 
may be previous core areas that have degenerated and seek to avoid further slipping into 
periphery status, rather, they struggle to regain their lost glory. They may also be 
periphery areas that have improved to attain this new status. The semi-periphery areas 
benefits from the overflows from the core areas and although it seeks to exploit others, it 
is also exploited by the core areas. However, the unfair nature of the system, represented 
by the ‘unequal exchanges’ cannot be sustained perpetually.  
Immanuel Wallerstein’s framework of analysis is a reference point for discussion on 
issues related to globalisation and economic development. He sees the subject-oriented 
approach in the analysis of global events as inadequate, and continues that this usually 
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leads to academic concentration on subject areas that ususlly leads to conclusions that are 
often divorced from each other. Rather, he advocates for an approach that is global in 
nature, based on a ‘World-System’ approach. This system consists of institutions, which 
includes but not limited to states, multinationals, networks of firms and individuals, all 
playing their part in a complex labyrinth that is a creation of society.20   
World-Systems Analysis sets itself apart as a new way of analysis although it builds on 
some old concepts that have been in existence over the period. Wallerstein outlines four 
historical debates that set the tone for World-Systems Analysis. They are the concept of 
core and periphery that was pioneered by the Economic Commission for Latin America 
(ECLA), Marx’s concept of ‘Asiatic mode of production’, the discussion of the transition 
from feudalism to capitalism, and finally, the debate about ‘total history’.   
According to Wallerstein, “World-Systems analysis was an attempt to combine 
coherently concern with the unit of analysis, concern with social temporalities, and 
concern with the barriers that had been erected between different social science 
disciplines”.21 This approach therefore seeks to substitute the state with the ‘World-
system’ as the unit of analysis. He however proceeds that it does not seek to analyze the 
whole world in a single exercise. Rather, it seeks to adopt a system that transcends 
geographical, political, social and cultural boundaries of a state.  
For a better understanding of the basic tenets of the approach, Wallerstein sets out to 
explain some core components of the approach. He explains that the terminologies of core 
and periphery are relational concepts in which activities in the core areas are relatively 
monopolized, more profitable, thereby making such areas wealthier, whereas periphery 
areas have activities that are more free market in nature with lower profits. The 
relationship between the two areas means the establishment of a regime of exchange in 
which surplus-value flows to the core areas.   
Also, the approach is sceptical of the belief in the ‘inevitability of progress’ as a natural 
path of historical development. He rather sees progress as a possibility, rather than a 
certainty. This means that a nation may not necessarily achieve the same results in terms 
of development and progress when it follows the old methods and practices that made 
other nations prosperous. The historical path of capitalism cannot therefore be said to be 
wholly progressive. Furthermore, in looking into the future, it cannot be predicted with 
certainty where is may lead to.  
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Thirdly, the approach does not adhere to the traditional boundaries of the social sciences. 
This according to Wallerstein is a taboo in the eyes of traditional systems of analysis and 
thinking. It rather seeks to analyze issues over a longer period of time.  
Critics of ‘World-Systems’ analysis have often accused it of adopting a largely narrative 
approach and that it does not adopt well tested hypothesis. This criticism is championed 
by the Nomothetic Positivist School of analysis. The defence offered by Wallerstein on 
this is that studies should not always be limited to areas where data exists and can be 
quantified. Rather, areas which may be difficult, lacking proper information and data 
should not be neglected in the pursuit of analytical studies.  
Another group of critics are some Marxist who say that core-periphery analysis does not 
tackle the production base of supply value and class struggle as a force of social change. 
The response is that Class struggle can only be understood through a ‘World-system’ 
approach in which the world is taken as a whole.  
The model provided by the World-Systems Analysis will aid us to understand the origins 
of the concept of the Global South and why these areas are in the state they find 
themselves. Also, it will enable us to understand why the strict dichotomy of the world 
into Global North and Global South could be problematic. Further it will provide a guide 
for conceptualization of South-South Cooperation and Global Trade Union Solidarity.  
 
1.7 Methodology 
The Research adopted a qualitative approach. It studied and analyzed literature in order 
to appreciate the different perspectives in the research area. This enabled independent 
conclusions from existing literature. This approach was very important for the study 
because among others, the study sought to re-conceptualize Trade Union Solidarity within 
the context of South-South Cooperation. Results were analyzed within the theoretical 
perspective of ‘World-Systems’ approach. 
Secondary sources of data such as books, articles and journals were used. Conclusions 
drawn from the reconceptualization of issues provided a guide for further analysis of the 
case study of the Trades Union Congress (TUC) of Ghana. Primary sources of data such 
as activity reports of the TUC was used in the case study. In doing this, the specific 
instances of South-South Cooperation, the reason for cooperation and the medium 
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through which it was undertaken was analyzed. Further, data from the Ghana Statistical 
Service (GSS), was used in the introduction of Ghana. This provided a background to 
understand the context within which the TUC was situated. Information on the 
participation of the Public Services Workers Union (PSWU), an affiliate of the TUC, 
within the African Public and Civil Service Union Network (APACSUN) was obtained 
through earlier limited participation of the Author in the process.  
 
1.8 Arrangement of Chapters 
Chapter one entails the research design. It introduces the work by providing a 
background to the problem and the statement of problem. This is followed by the 
objectives of the research, hypothetical statement, and the rationale of the research. The 
theoretical framework within which the research is underpinned follows. Then comes the 
methods and sources of data collection, and arrangements of chapters. 
Chapter two is generally devoted to a discussion of literature. It basically discusses 
concepts related to cooperation and its possibility in the international system, the global 
south, south-south cooperation, and trade unions. A discussion of the global governance 
arrangement, globalization and the challenges of the contemporary world of work 
precedes the session on the concept of solidarity. A summary of issues is then made to 
serve as a guide to the discussions in the subsequent chapter. 
Chapter three is devoted to an analysis of the role of south-south cooperation and trade 
union solidarity, with the Trades Union Congress (TUC) of Ghana as a case study. In 
doing this, the chapter introduces the country Ghana and its world of work. The history 
of the Trade Union Movement, and specifically the TUC, its origin, path dependency, and 
current structure is discussed. This is followed by an enquiry into South-South 
Cooperation involving the TUC, how they have been strengthened through such 
arrangements and how they have also contributed to strengthening others through 
arrangements directed at promoting Trade Union Solidarity. This chapter also analysis 
avenues of South-South Trade Union Cooperation within Regional Integration 
Communities and other Regional Trade Unions in Africa.   
The concluding session is dedicated to summary of major findings, conclusions and 
recommendations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
SOUTH-SOUTH COOPERATION AND GLOBAL TRADE UNION 
SOLIDARITY 
 
Introduction 
This chapter will discuss South-South Cooperation and Global Trade Union Solidarity. 
To do this, it will first and foremost discuss the possibility of cooperation in the 
International system. This discussion will rely on some theories of International Relations 
to answer the question. The response will be extended to the possibility of cooperation 
between or among Trade Unions of different nationalities in the global system. This 
discussion is central to the thesis because the response, whether in the affirmative or 
otherwise, has significant consequence to the direction of analysis in this study.  
Further, the chapter will reconceptualise ‘the Global South’ and ‘South-South 
Cooperation’ after which the nature of Trade Unions and their typologies will be 
discussed. The next session will be centred on Global Governance, Globalisation and the 
Challenges of the Contemporary World of Work. Within the context of the current global 
governance arrangement, it will discuss the often bastardised terminology of globalisation 
which seem to be a catalyst for the current global affront on the working rights of workers.  
The concept of Solidarity will be discussed in the next session to identify its origins and 
peculiarities. This will enable us to better understand how it should be expressed among 
Trade Unions. Further to this, it will provide a better understanding of the different 
characteristics and forms of solidarity expressed by Trade Unions since the origins of 
Trade Unions may affect their outlook. The final part of this chapter summarise the issues 
discussed in this chapter, and will provide a guide for the subsequent parts of this study.  
 
2.1 Cooperation and its Possibilities in the International System 
 
2.1.1 Are there Possibilities of Cooperation in the International System?  
The classical contributions of Hans Morgenthau1 in the book Politics among Nations: The 
Struggle for Power and Peace and Edward Hallet Carr2 in The Twenty Years Crisis, 1919-
1939 contributed to deeper understanding of the international system as one of power 
relations. Their analysis was important in the sense that it drew attention to an often less 
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considered issue of struggle for power by states and International actors. A good 
understanding of this power relations is a helpful and important step towards sanitizing 
the International system.   
Realism, as a school of thought in International affairs, views the International system as 
one of ‘anarchy’. Anarchy is a situation of no single enforcer of law and order. Anarchy 
results from the decentralized nature of the International system, underpinned by 
sovereign equality of states. On the contrary, other viewpoints such as the English School 
argue that there exists possibilities and realities of cooperation among states and actors in 
the International system. They therefore argue that interdependence is an important 
component in the international system. This viewpoint is however further refuted by other 
schools of thought who maintain that the global arena is one of dominance and 
dependence in which case the world is divided into two main areas; the strong, 
independent and core states, and the weak, dependent and periphery states.  
In the global system, the presence of anarchy may become a disincentive for actors to 
cooperate because they may be uncertain of the intentions of other actors. How are such 
uncertainties generated? One may be able to understand this from the logic of ‘security 
dilemma’3, explained as a scenario in which the building of mechanisms to enhance ones 
security is perceived as a security threat to a neighbour, who then responds by enhancing 
his security, that then possess a perceived threat to the initial actor, who then further 
enhances his security over and above the response of his neighbour. Such actions and 
counter responses, then sets in motion an unresolvable dilemma.  
Among other factors, this fear is bolstered by imbalances in power relations. In order for 
an actor involved in such a dilemma to have assurances of security, the main aim will be 
to build a relatively robust security capability that can dispute the capabilities of others. 
Relative capability therefore becomes more relevant than absolute capability since the 
issue here is one of power relativity.4  
Two main issues therefore arise. The first is the generation of a bandwagoning effect 
while the second involve a balancing act. Bandwagoning will involve less secured actors, 
joining a relatively secured actor as a security measure against a perceived adversary. In 
doing this, the ‘bandwagon’ seeks to attain absolute gains should there be an escalation 
of conflict. A balancing act, on the other hand will involve the creation of a coalition of 
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series of relatively secured actors who will serve as a check on one another, and in so 
doing, they leverage on relative advantage should the unexpected occur.  
This opens up further debate as to whether a system in which there is one absolute power, 
referred to as a unipolar system is more peace and cooperation assuring, as opposed to 
one in which there are numerus actors of relatively equal capabilities. Randall L. 
Schweller5, in the book Deadly Imbalances: Tripolarity and Hitler’s Strategy of World 
Conquest compares a multipolar system to an oligopolistic system while he compares one 
without any dominant power to a ‘competitive market’. However, disciples of Liberal 
Institutionalism, a more liberal school of thought sees peace as the status quo and 
therefore regards cooperation as a natural law of nature. 
David Mitrany, in his Article, “The Functional Approach to World Organization” argues 
that cooperation usually begins with a field of mutual interest. When successful, this could 
become the basis for extension to other areas of interests.6 Building on his idea, Robert 
Keohane and Joseph Nye, in their book Power and Interdependence: World Politics in 
Transition have asserted that membership of International Institutions affords actors an 
opportunity to consider broader and larger interests that goes beyond their self-interests. 
This therefore widens cooperation as they seek compliance with the rules and regimes of 
the system within which they cooperate.7  
However, the English School, occupies the middle ground in the debate of the possibility 
of cooperation in the International System. They are generally of the view that despite the 
fact that conflict is ineradicable, the International system can be made more civil and 
orderly. The international system therefore offers possibilities and opportunities for 
cooperation than would have otherwise been expected.8 Proponents of the English School 
are confident of the possibility of cooperation in an international system in which far 
reaching moral principles and values are upheld.  
The conclusion drawn by Kenneth Waltz on possibility of cooperation in the International 
system is that it ranges from non-existence to one of precariousness, that is, in instances 
where it may exist.9 The lesson therefore is that for cooperation to be possible within a 
precarious international system, disincentive needs to be reduced, if not eliminated. This 
can be done through the creation of ‘regimes of assurances’ in which the level of mutual 
trust among actors are enhanced. This means that anarchy generating actions or systems 
have to be resolved to reduce the disincentives to cooperation. In the case of Labour, an 
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example is the creation of order and single enforcing agent or actor such as the 
International Labour Organisation (ILO), in 1919. Can the ILO however play this role 
effectively within the global capitalist system? 
It will be also interesting to consider the opinion of Marxian ideology which advocates 
Global Workers Solidarity Movement. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in The Manifesto 
of the Communist Party postulates that freedom from the Capitalist system of production 
can only be attained through International Cooperation in the form of building a global 
Workers Solidarity movement. This assertion is made in the sense that Capitalism become 
widespread because of unavoidable coercion such as unfair market competition which 
replicated itself across national borders. For this to be reversed, the same path of building 
a trans-border movement will have to be followed through building a global solidarity 
among the working class.10 Marxian perspective therefore subscribes to a system of 
cooperation that transcends the geographical boundaries of a state and nationhood. 
According to David Chandler in the book Constructing Global Civil Society: Morality 
and Power in International Relations, the shift towards considering the role of non-state 
actors meant some liberation from the trappings of the state which includes the national 
interests of states.11 This is not to mean that non-state actors are not influenced by the 
national interest of their state. Such influences can however be regarded as minimal.  
In such a shift in analysis, the influence of norms and values then becomes a major focus 
of interest in a cooperation arrangement. What shared global norms and values will bring 
individuals and non-state actors together in a trans-national cooperation arrangement? 
Within a Marxian perspective, these norms may include the value of the respect for the 
labouring rights of workers. An extension of this value will include other issues such as 
fair wages and decent work. The shift in focus to non-state actors was a keen interest of 
scholars involved in civil society who are more interested in the generation of norms and 
ideals in a sphere that directly did not involve the state.12  
 
2.1.2 Global Civil Society and Global Governmentality 
Mary Kaldor defines civil society as “the process through which individuals negotiate, 
argue, struggle against or agree with each other and with the centres of political and 
economic authority”.13  Actors engaged in this process may include individuals who 
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voluntarily come together to form associations, movements, political parties, Trade 
Unions, among others. The emphasis on ‘process’ is instructive because the undertakings 
of these individuals and interests groups are not a one-off event. Also, this definition 
draws attention to the fact that the actions of such interest groups are not always directed 
at political authority but may also be directed at other interest groups or individuals.  
According to Kaldor, the concept of civil society represents “a society governed by laws” 
and can be traced to early thinkers such as Aristotle.14 During the early period, she says 
that there was not much distinction between the state and civil society. However, 
nineteenth century thinkers came to understand the concept differently and therefore 
sought to distinguish it from the state.  
For instance, Hegel understood the concept as an intermediate realm between the family 
and the state, in which the individual becomes a public person and through membership 
in various institutions, is able to reconcile the particular and the universal. Building on 
this understanding of civil society, Marx and Engels perceives it as the ‘theatre of history’. 
Twentieth century thinkers built on the Hegelian concept to include the “space outside 
the market, state and family”, precisely, “the realm of culture, ideology and political 
debate”.15 This understanding is well echoed by Antonio Gramsci.   
Despite the advent of globalization, the solidification of the state-centric nature of the 
international system partially limits the influence of ‘civil society’ within the boundaries 
of the state although it could not totally contain its ‘internationalisation’. This state-
centric nature of global affairs is admitted by Kaldor, but also acknowledges the effect of 
the interconnectedness and forces of globalisation on the state.16 She continues that the 
global system is “increasingly composed of layers of political institutions, individuals, 
groups and even companies, as well as states, and international institutions”.17   
She further states that the re-invention of civil society through its revival in the 1970s and 
1980s saw the delinking of the concept from the state. Its rediscovery in Latin America 
and East Europe was to be used as a tool in opposition to politically monopolised states. 
In the case of Latin America, against military dictatorship, while that of Eastern Europe 
was against a totalitarian state. A common feature in both cases was the acceptance of the 
need to withdraw from the state. The early 1990s saw a further changing paradigm in 
global civil society which was marked by its globalisation by social movements, its 
westernization by global institutions, and its post-modernisation.18 One other important 
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occurrence in the evolution of the concept was its acquisition of global support from like-
minded individuals in various countries and institutions and the subsequent backing it 
received from international human rights regimes.  
The landscape of global governance has evolved over the period to include both state and 
non-state actors. Kaldor therefore concludes that “global civil society is a platform 
inhabited by activists (or post Marxists), NGOs and neoliberals, as well as national and 
religious groups, where they argue about, campaign for (or against), negotiate about, or 
lobby for the arrangements that shape global developments”.19  
John Keane defines global civil society as “a dynamic non-governmental system of 
interconnected socio-economic institutions that straddle the whole earth, and that have 
complex effects that are felt in its four corners”. 20 His definition partly lays emphasis on 
‘non-governmentality’ and the partial exclusion of state participation. The non-
governmentality nature of global civil society emboldens them to act (collectively and 
globally) as a counter-balance to the power of states. There are also different versions of 
global civil society and the values that they champion.  
According to Krishan Kumar,21 the Concept of Global Civil Society from a Marxian 
perspective is regarded as inherently global in nature because market and economic 
relations have generally been at the core of civil society in a capitalist arrangement. 
Kumar stressed the importance of state cooperation in attaining the needed goals that are 
sought by civil society, and concludes that global civil society depends on its mother 
concept, ‘civil society’ but is conceptually more clearer than its mother concept.  
According to Gosta Esping-Andersen, welfare states sought to de-commodify some 
aspects of social and economic life that were before then taken over by the realm of 
private capital.22 In doing this, the state was often accused of crowding out private capital 
in such sectors in the market. Workers right Movement played a very important role in 
this shift and still have an important role to play as an arbiter in regulating public property 
rights and prevent their conversion into private property through state consent. Another 
important role is to push for the regulation of the negative consequences of speculative 
and trans-national strength of financial capital and its destabilizing effects, especially, on 
developing economies. 
Citing Michel Foucault,23 Ronnie D. Lipschutz describes governmentality as “about 
management, about ensuring and maintaining the right disposition of things, of that which 
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is being governed or ruled.”24 This means ensuring an improvement in the general 
wellbeing of the people. The discussion continues that “global civil society is generated 
through productive powers but its major actions rely primarily on institutional power” 
and “a product of global liberalism”.25 While some scholars26 argue that Global Civil 
Society is merely International and still linked to states, he is of the opinion that they are 
state-like in nature. Further in the discussion, Global Civil Society is viewed as “central 
and vital element in an expanding global neo-liberal regime of governmentality, which is 
constituted out of the social relations within which that regime, with and through the 
capillaries of productive power, helps, to legitimize that system of governmentality”.27  
Global Civil Society have often been defined as agential or structural in nature. With 
regards to the agential explanation, they are seen as operating in a realm of free 
association, independent of state and markets and composed of the coming together of 
sovereign individuals.28 The structural explanation sees them as products of tension 
between state and market, private and public realms and ethics and morality.29 
International Worker Solidarity Movements however can be seen to display features of 
the two typologies in that they are largely independent of states, but also a product of 
tension that exists between the state and market. One can therefore say that they are 
agential-structural in nature. The question however will be to examine whether Trade 
Unions are too fragmented to wield the necessary structural power to create a change 
since politics is perceived by some as ‘an ongoing dialectics of coercion and consent’.30  
Lipschutz extends the concept of Governmentality to the international arena by defining 
global governmentality as “an arrangement of actors and institutions, of rules and rule, 
through which the architecture of the global articulation of states and capitalism is 
maintained”.31  This means an extension of the general framework of a capitalist state to 
the global level. The role of Global Solidarity Movement will therefore be to tackle the 
aspect of global governance which perpetuates capitalism and its ills.   
According to Bob Deacon in the book Global Social Policy and Governance, global 
institutional rebuilding includes efforts at deconstruction and reconstruction, structural 
reforms of current frameworks, and minor alterations to policy direction.32 Governance 
arrangements can also be evaluated by analysing their legitimacy, transparency and 
accountability, their effectiveness, and procedural soundness. The analysis therefore will 
be whether the global South can be the new “labour left” that drives this agenda. This 
analysis is very important because in the global North, capitalism managed to partly 
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incorporate some of the criticism it faced in the post-WWII era, leading to the creation of 
a largely welfare state system in a number of Advanced Capitalist States. In such a system, 
the extraction of surplus value is allowed by the state, who then provides some social 
services in order to cushion the citizenry from the negative effects of capitalism.33  
The social policies of these Welfare States are still largely funded by the capital 
accumulation process that puts periphery states at a disadvantage. This system continues 
to enure to the benefit of Workers in these Welfare States, generally located in the Global 
North. It can therefore be argued that the continuous existence of such a system without 
deeper reforms to relations may be a challenge to Global Solidarity since on one breadth, 
the relative deprivation of periphery states helps fund these Welfare policies.   
This is related to a difficult problem of labour movements incorporating themselves into 
political parties and governments of their country. In such scenario, it is often difficult 
for them to completely dissociate themselves from the foreign policy of the state, 
especially related to its negative consequences on the Global Solidarity Movement in 
general and Workers of other states in specific. This often creates some limitations to the 
unity of purpose needed in the Global Trade Union Solidarity Movement.  
 
2.1.3 Trans-National Activism 
In the book The New Transnational Activism, Sidney Tarrow discusses how unconscious 
actions and everyday activities can assume a different significance when it crosses 
international political and geographic boundaries. Although the action of activists can be 
constrained by the international environment, he argues that “transnational activism has 
a history; that it is more than a reflex against globalisation; and that it is shaped by changes 
in the opportunity structure of international politics”.34 He further stresses that “diffusion 
and international mobilisation of movements across borders” have been the most familiar 
ways in which social movements have spread.35  
Increasing interconnectedness and the influence of globalisation has some impact on 
trans-national contentions. On globalisation and contentions, Tarrow outlines some steps 
on how globalization affect(s/ed) contentions. They are as follows: 
 Increasing neo-liberalisation, summed up in the Washington consensus and a 
global proclivity towards neo-liberal economic prescription and subscriptions.  
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 The International push of neo-liberal ideology by institutions such as the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank (WB), World Trades 
Organisations (WTO) and the European Union (EU).  
 Increasing trend of International Campaigns 
 Further advancement in technology and telecommunication 
 Emergence of counter summits to global neo-liberal summits.  
The sustainability of transnational movements are not an easy exercise. One difficulty is 
the lack of constant touch or affinity among members. Also, contentious movements 
sometimes become warn out and end up situating their contentions within their local 
contexts. Tarrow however underscores the fact that transnational actors that engage in 
contentions cannot be limited to Global Social Movement, rather, other critical actors 
may include Trade Unions, and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs). Concerted 
and coordinated contentious activities such as demonstrations and manifestations across 
national borders are a trend in modern history. The Anti-Iraq War demonstrations across 
borders on 15th February 2003 is one of such examples.  
Tarrow continues that the relationship between internationalism and globalisation is that 
although they are usually parallel processes, they sometimes intersect and also 
internationalism sometimes provides the framework within which globalisation and its 
effects take place. He continues that some International institutions are doubled-edged 
swords, in that, although they are targets of contentious actions, they also provide avenues 
for participation of non-state actors in their affairs. He adds that some International 
Institutions such as the IMF and World Bank have become targets of contentions because 
they among other things, acts as agents of states, implement policies that may be locally 
unpopular, create complex legislation and regimes, and have personnel at the level of 
leadership, who may be projecting the interests of specific states.36 However, it could be 
noted that such avenues of participation in some International Organisations are usually 
public relations gimmicks that may be taken seriously when there is overwhelming 
support against their policy proposals. In some instances, such as the period of 
implementation of Structural Adjustment in the late 1980s and early 1990s in some parts 
of Africa, it is noted that no amount of contentions led to total policy reversals. It rather 
led to some minor modifications of policy when the contentions became overwhelming. 
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Tarrow further observes that activists in internationalism are of two main kinds. The first 
is a group of dedicated ‘cosmopolitanists’ such as Trade Unions, while the other group 
may be domestic actors and individuals who usually rely on the resources of 
internationalism. During contentious moments, some may challenge the system they are 
contending with, others may cooperate, while some others get co-opted to become part of 
the system. He further discusses some processes for channelling contentions as follows37: 
 Global framing of issues 
 Internationalisation of issues 
 Diffusion of issues 
 Scale shift and global coordination 
 Externalization through vertical projection of issues into international discourse 
for action and redress. 
 Formation of transnational coalition.  
However, because the global framing of issues do not automatically translate into 
permanent global issues, it is important for actors such as Trade Unions to make a 
conscious effort at sustaining issues in the international arena.  This could be achieved 
through the creation of permanent global mechanisms for effective engagements. 
 
2.1.4 Accounts of Cooperation 
In a work by Richard Ned Lebow in the book Coercion, Cooperation and Ethics in 
International Relations, four accounts of cooperation are discussed to include institutions, 
social capital, constructivism and ‘tit-for-tat’.38 The account on the institutional basis in 
one in which neo-liberalist claim that institutions “create strong incentives for 
cooperation by reducing contractual uncertainties”.39 Secondly, social capital system of 
cooperation is one based on network/ interrelationship in society as a community creates 
disincentives for free-riding and therefore encourages cooperation among actors. Thirdly, 
constructivism accounts are based on the international system perceived as a creation of 
society with a cultural structure. Finally, the ‘tit-for-tat’ model is based on ‘the Prisoners 
Dilemma’ and how cooperation can begin and then follows a retaliatory path.  
Lebow then discusses how international cooperation is built. In the analysis, the point is 
emphasized that political considerations have played a more prominent role in 
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accommodation between former foes although the importance of structural factors are 
also not discounted.  
The discussion on the four accounts of cooperation brings up a number of issues. This 
includes the individual interest versus the communal interest in an arrangement of 
cooperation, internal versus external motivations for cooperation, and finally the principle 
of reciprocity as a motivation for cooperation.  
 
2.2 The Global South and South-South Cooperation 
2.2.1 What is the Global South? 
A definition of what constitutes the Global South and for that matter, the meaning of 
South-South Cooperation has proven evasive to different scholars. Often, the Global 
South is defined from an economic, and sometimes slightly political perspectives as 
developing countries that are generally located in the Southern hemisphere and who 
possesses less political power in the global governance arrangement. The concept has 
evolved from the notion of the ‘Third World’. Although the term ‘Third World’ is no 
longer fashionable, Arif Dirlik points out that it has provided some basis for the re-
conceptualization of the term Global South.40   
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) defines the term ‘South’ or 
‘Global South’ as “developing countries which are located primarily in the southern 
hemisphere”.41 This definition seeks to dwell on economic basis for classification. The 
UNDP further defines South-South Cooperation as “collaboration among developing 
countries in the political, economic, social, cultural, environmental, and technical 
domains”.42 Although this definition encompasses various aspects through which 
cooperation arrangements can be developed, what is meant by developing countries needs 
to be addressed in order to identify which countries really qualify as ‘South’ or ‘Global 
South’. Should such clarifications be on the sole basis of economic indicators? Or it 
should comprise other aspects such as political and socio-cultural indicators? 
The UNDP has approached development from a different perspective such as its ‘people-
centred’ approach of human development in its Human Development Index. This index 
uses various indicators such as life expectancy at birth, mean years of schooling, expected 
years of schooling, Gross National Income (GNI) per capita. Based on this criteria, 
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countries are ranked and further categorized as either very high human development, high 
human development, medium human development or low human development. On the 
basis of such categorization, Sub-Saharan African and South Asian countries are 
generally (although with exceptions) categorized as low human development, Arab 
States, East Asia and the Pacific as medium human development, while Europe, Central 
Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean as high human development.43  
The question to ask is if such a categorization alone is enough to form a justifiable basis 
for defining developing countries? One quick response is that Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) alone is not a good representation of the performance of a country and its 
developmental status. This can be realized when one considers the case of China and 
India. These are huge countries with high GDP figures and growth rates. However, when 
their figures are converted in per capita terms, their performance is deflated because of 
their huge population. There is therefore the need to consider other indicators such as 
sources of national power in an attempt to discover criteria to categorize the Global South. 
Saiba N. Grovogui in his contribution to literature on Global South describes it as “a 
symbolic designation of former colonial entities engaged in political projects of 
decolonization towards the realization of a postcolonial international order.”44 The quest 
of such colonial and post-colonial countries to engage in such projects is traced to the 
Bandung Conference of 1955 that brought together leaders from Africa, Asia and Latin 
America with the aim of charting a course for their emancipation. This project also sought 
to steer away from the entanglement of the Cold War and later led to the formation of the 
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) in 1961. The creation of the NAM was to forestall these 
often considered periphery countries from aligning themselves either with the East or the 
West and end up being negatively affected by the policies and counter-policies of the two 
contending powers that could have dire consequences on their development.  
At this stage, it is important to set out some characteristics of the Global South. Although 
most of the countries categorized as ‘South’ are located in the Southern hemisphere, not 
all Southern hemisphere countries are ‘South’. Also there are some countries located in 
the Northern hemisphere that may be classified as ‘South’. An example of the former is 
New Zealand and Australia while that of the latter may include China and India. The 
Global South is very heterogeneous in almost every aspect of life, ranging from 
geographical features, political and socio-cultural characteristics. Economically, they are 
relatively underdeveloped, politically, they are relatively weak.  
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Aneek Chatterjee, in an analysis of the Global South, acknowledges that its heterogeneous 
nature is a potential challenge and therefore proposes alternative theories for a better 
understanding of the politics and society of the Global South. He is also of the opinion 
that in the field of International Political Economy, the terminology of ‘Global South’ has 
often been related to poor nations of the ‘Third World’.45  
Some critical thinkers who follow Karl Marx have therefore explained that the disparity 
between the North and South is similar to property ownership or wealth ownership in 
which case those of the Global North are Owners of Wealth or ‘Haves’, while the poor 
nations that comprises the ‘Global South’ are ‘have-nots’. The continual ownership of 
wealth by the North means the continuous dependence of the South on them and by 
extension, their continuous state of relative deprivation. In this scenario, wealth is 
recycled among the industrial nations of the Global North to create more wealth for 
accumulation, again at the expense of the Global South. This opinion is championed by 
Dependency Theorist and World-Systems Theorist (WST) such as Immanuel Wallerstein.  
World Systems Theorist are of the opinion that the Global North in such an arrangement 
often becomes the core countries who control the global political economic system, while 
the South play a periphery role, thus, their constant dependence on the core for their 
survival. Also, periphery countries may not be able to depend solely on their own selves 
for development, thus the need for interdependency. As a result of this, the core countries, 
through their control of the exploitative capitalist system have managed to capture the 
development process of the periphery and often dictate it through their control of global 
capital. This situation is further complicated by the imbalances in global power relations 
which is tilted against the Global South.46  
So why are the Global South where they are now? We will once again fall on the literature 
of Chatterjee to discuss this through the perspectives of Liberalism, Realism, Marxism 
and Constructivism. Liberalism blames the underdevelopment of the Global South on 
their inability to manage their affairs and economies efficiently. They further believe that 
globalization has helped to spread wealth and development to previously underdeveloped 
areas through competition and free market practices due to their economic and trade 
interests that are tied together with other states (interdependency). Considering the 
challenges of globalization and the lean fruits of liberal economic internationalism for 
poor nations, the discussion concludes that neo-liberalism seem insufficient a theory in 
explaining the situation of the Global South.47  
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This takes us to Marxism of which Vladimir I. Lenin describes Imperialism as the 
advanced stage of Capitalism.48 Capitalism has a single aim of seeking outlets in new 
markets in order to perpetuate its accumulation of wealth. This creates a fixation and 
unquenchable thirst for wealth creation and accumulation in new areas, leading to the 
extension into the Global South and its subsequent conquest, balkanization, exploitation, 
and finally impoverishment. The chances of this exploitation are enhanced with the 
joining of hands by the local elites of the periphery areas.  
Realism maintains that the quest for power motivates the actions of actors on the 
international stage. According to Neo-realists such as Kenneth Waltz, the structure of the 
International System is a major determinant of the benefits and rewards that actors may 
gain. The capabilities at the disposal of states therefore distinguish them from others.49 In 
this sense, the Global South are relatively disadvantaged because they have less 
capabilities in the international system. Colonial, and currently, neo-colonial exploitation 
is said to have truncated the process of state building in the Global South and thus kept 
them in their current state.50  
Constructivists such as Alexander Wendt, Nicholas Onuf, Peter Katzenstein, and 
Friedrich Kratochwil perceive the international system as a creation of society which has 
been built through ideas, values and norm systems. Consequently, the Global South is 
based on ideational thinking and human thought which are therefore changeable. The 
current situation of the Global South has therefore come about by societal creation. 
Various schools of thought have explained the Global South in different perspectives as 
there exists no clear definition. While some have chosen a mainly economic basis for 
categorization, others offer a broader understanding. This work is in concordance with 
the latter and will therefore discuss other indicators within a broader scope of power.  
Robert A. Dahl relies on Max Weber to define power in relational terms as the ability to 
make another perform an action which that person would not otherwise do.51  Building 
on this concept, David Jabolonsky discusses national power from a multi-dimensional 
perspective as a combination of factors. National power according to him is ‘dynamic, 
not permanent’, is ‘relative and not absolute’.52 He therefore categorizes the determinants 
of power into natural and social factors. The natural factors include geographical factors, 
population (quantity and quality), and natural resources, while the social factors include 
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economic (capacity and development), military strength and capabilities, political, 
psychological (national morale and will), and informational. 
In an attempt to use various criteria related to determinants of national power, some 
scholars have attempted to rank the national powers of countries. One of such is the Index 
of National Power.53 Another, the National Power Index attempts to classify the power of 
nations (how it can influence events and outcomes across the globe) using five sub-
indexes: economy, military, diplomacy, technology and popularity.54  
The conclusion is that the usage of economic indicators solely as the criteria for 
classifying countries as Global South cannot be realistic and objective. We will therefore 
re-conceptualize the Global South as countries mainly of the former colonial world with 
relatively low economic, political and socio-cultural influence or insertion within the 
global governance arrangement. 
 
2.2.2 What then is South-South Cooperation? 
The United Nations office for South-South Cooperation (UNoSSC) offers a definition of 
South-South Cooperation as “a broad framework for collaboration among countries of 
the South in political, economic, cultural, environmental and technical domains”.55 A key 
element in this process is that it should be initiated, organized and managed by developing 
countries themselves and also aimed at knowledge sharing with the aim of development.  
Such cooperation can be bilateral, that is, when it involved two countries, or multi-lateral, 
when it involves more than two countries. It can also be at sub-regional, 
regional/continental, intercontinental or global level. South-South Cooperation which 
involves another partner of the Global North is described as Triangular cooperation. 
One of the guiding principles of the UNoSSC is that “cooperation initiatives must be 
determined by the countries of the South backed by the principle of respect for national 
sovereignty, national ownership and independence, equality, non-conditionality, non-
interference in domestic affairs and mutual benefit”.56 It stresses the importance of these 
principles which must be respected even in cases where financial support for initiatives 
is from an external source. In such instances, the funding party should be regarded as a 
partner. According to the UNoSSC, the benefits of South-South Cooperation includes 
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“strengthening of the voice and bargaining power”, “opening of additional channels of 
communication” and “coordination of policies on development issues”.57 
The International Labour Organisation (ILO), a specialized agency of the United Nations 
(UN), in recognition of the complex nature of the concept of ‘South-South Cooperation’ 
(SSC) provides some guidelines for implementation. It acknowledges the difficulty at an 
official definition of Global South but loosely refers to it as developing countries and 
emerging countries. The guidelines attempts a joint definition of South-South and 
Triangular cooperation as “a partnership among equals which involves a learning 
process or exchange of expertise derived from effective initiatives for development that 
have been implemented in southern countries”.58  
Resolution 64/222 of the United Nations General Assembly, adopted in 2009 by Foreign 
Ministers of the G77 + China on the “Nairobi Outcome Document of the High-level 
United Nations Conference on South-South Cooperation” defines South-South 
Cooperation as “a common endeavour of the peoples and countries of the South, born out 
of shared experiences and sympathies, based on their common objectives and solidarity, 
and guided by, inter alia, the principles of respect for national sovereignty and ownership, 
free from any conditionalities”59 
The increasing importance of South-South Cooperation has led to numerous discussions 
on the issues, and has also led to a revision of the various definitions, culminating in one 
that is widely accepted globally and subscribed to by the ILO. This definition perceives 
South-South Cooperation in a development oriented view as “a process whereby two or 
more developing countries pursue their individual and/or shared national capacity 
development objectives through exchange of knowledge, skills, resources and technical 
know-how, and through regional and interregional collective actions, including 
partnerships involving governments, regional organizations, civil society, academia and 
the private sector, for their individual and/or mutual benefit within and across regions”.60  
Although not fully satisfied with this definition, it will be the basis for our modification. 
Following our reconceptualization of Global South, we will define South-South 
Cooperation as “a process whereby two or more countries, mainly of the former colonial 
world with relatively low economic, political and socio-cultural influence or insertion 
within the global governance arrangement pursue their individual and/or shared 
national capacity development objectives through exchange of knowledge, skills, 
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resources and technical know-how, and through regional and interregional collective 
actions, including partnerships involving governments, regional organizations, civil 
society, academia and the private sector, for their individual and/or mutual benefit 
within and across regions”. 
Since 2012, the ILO has made budgetary provision for South-South Cooperation (SSC) 
within its programming and adopts it as one of the means through which it delivers its 
Decent Work Programme. Its approach to SSC is one of problem-solving, development 
assistance inclined, and implemented within a tripartite framework. It however places 
little focus on the structural changes to global governance arrangements that place the 
global south at disadvantage and devotes little attention to the role of Trade Unions in 
adopting such mechanisms as a means of pushing for such changes in global governance.  
 
2.2.3 The Transition from ‘North-North-South-South’ Cooperation 
 
After WWII, International Cooperation was regarded as a medium for reconstruction. 
Development assistance to the devastated areas of Europe and some other parts of the 
world that suffered from the war thus commenced. This was to ensure some form of 
stability in the world by preventing potentially radical states from spiralling out of 
control.61 The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was established in 1951 as 
an effort at joint management of the coal and steel industries of Germany, France, Italy, 
Netherland, Belgium and Luxemburg based on the creation of a common market, 
common objective and common institution. Its mission was to among others, contribute 
to economic expansion, development of employment, improved conditions of work and 
standards of living in the participating countries.62 Following some successes, it was built 
upon and transformed into the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1957.63 This is 
one example of North-North Cooperation after the end of the WWII.  
Meanwhile, attempts at cooperation in the Global South had commenced in 1955 at the 
Bandung Conference. After colonies in Africa began to gain independence, the Global 
North realized the need to maintain relations with the emerging independent countries. 
The idea of North-South Cooperation then began to gain steam. Institutional and technical 
support or assistance for ‘nation building’ became the primary object of such cooperation. 
The direction of such ‘support’ was almost always from the North to the South.   
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These cooperation did not come without challenges. One challenge was associated 
conditionalities. During the period of economic recession in the early 1970s, the outlook 
of the Global North towards the South was affected negatively because of funding 
challenges. This led to a dwindling of ‘assistance’ to the South. Related to this is the 
erroneous perception of cooperation as ‘assistance’. Often, this led to the lack of 
commitment and ownership of projects and programmes. The post 1970 era became a 
wake-up call for the Global South to revisit the need to cooperate amongst themselves to 
address their common challenges through, among other means, experience sharing. They 
were of the belief that cooperating among themselves will be conditionality free. Also, 
because their circumstances are relatively similar to one another (as compared to the 
Global North), solutions that they identify for their challenges may be more workable.  
 
2.2.4 Mechanism to Sustain Solidarity Based on South-South Cooperation (SSC) 
For SSC to be successful, it must be developed on some mechanisms that will aid its 
effectiveness. It is important to acknowledge that solidarity is another step at cooperation. 
Although there can be cooperation without the existence of solidarity among the 
cooperating partners, for solidarity to exist and thrive, it needs to be built on cooperation.  
Due to the challenges of the past, the following points for success and also possible 
challenges that may militate against SSC may be considered. It partly draws on a policy 
paper submitted by the South Centre.64 The South Centre is an Inter-Governmental 
Organization established by states of the Global South to among others promote South 
solidarity and consciousness.  
 
Points for Successful SSC Mechanisms 
1. Provision of adequate and regular financing (South Centre) 
2. Dedicated personnel and human resource to oversee actions (South Centre)  
3. Development of administrative policies and mechanism (South Centre)  
4. Institutional commitment and wider support among members of the organization 
(South Centre).  
5. Development of both formal and informal interactive networks (South Centre).  
6. Initiated, organised and managed by South Countries (UNoSSC) 
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7. Include knowledge sharing and aimed at development (UNoSSC)  
8. Unions should be well organised nationally (Van Der Linden) 
 
Possible Challenges and Hurdles for SSC 
There could be some possible challenges that may confront success which should also be 
considered in the development of SSC mechanisms as follows: 
1. Inseparable political links and influence between South countries and 
Metropolitan North.  
2. Rivalry and ‘envious neighbour syndrome’ among countries of the South.  
3. National/ personal interest overshadowing broader aims. 
4. Efforts at undermining by foreign interests 
5. Lack of support from partner institutions/ collaborators.  
 
2.3 What are Trade Unions? 
Although the emergence of Trade Unions can be traced in antiquity, their current forms 
are often traced to the era of the Industrial Revolution of the late 18th and early 19th 
Century in England following the emergence of Craft Based Unions. The common trend 
in defining Trade Unions is that they are organizations through which its members, 
usually workers, protect their interest. These interests are in two folds: exchange of their 
labour power for remuneration and the actual consumption of their labour power during 
the labour process. To protect these interests, they deal with issues such as wage 
negotiations, sick pay arrangements and working conditions. The acceptance of the threat 
or actual usage of strike actions as a tool to press home demands is an important 
characteristic that is stressed for qualification as a Trade Union.65  
 
2.3.1 Typologies of Trade Unions in relation to Strike Actions 
Marcel Van Der Linden discusses typologies of Trade Unions in relation to their 
willingness to strike.66 While some exists mainly as instruments of strike actions, others 
do not usually intend to use it. He therefore outlines four typologies as follows: 
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 Autonomous Unions intended primarily to organize strikes. 
 Autonomous Trade Unions that do not exists solely for strike actions. 
 Heterogeneous Trade Unions which are intended exclusively to organize strikes. 
 Heterogeneous Trade Unions that never organize strikes (Yellow Unions). 
Trade Unions, like all organizations have internal and external threats that may affect 
their optimal functioning and even in some cases their survival. The internal threats 
include cooperation and loyalty from members and organizational finances. The external 
threats include economic influences such as the reduction or expansion of the labour 
market segment or non-economic threats such as a negative legal, political or social-
cultural environment.67  
Van Der Linden recounts the need for Trade Unions to expand their domain of control. 
According to him, they may be able to benefit from international cooperation if they are 
well organized nationally. He continues that the motivation for expansion includes 
increase in scale of production, better organizational finances, increase in prestige and 
extension of political influence. He stresses the importance of internal democracy in 
Trade Unions and further highlights the need to consider among others, religious, gender, 
political and educational differences in the organization of Trade Unions.68  
It is important also to stress that the workers that Trade Unions organize are often very 
diverse in their background and characteristics. While a narrow conception of the working 
class can be said to be individuals whose only means of survival is to offer their labour 
power for sale, this can be construed broadly as either persons engaged in an autonomous 
or heteronomous commodification of their labour either to be consumed by themselves 
or by another party.69 This broader definition brings into the fold of the working class 
self-employed labour, as well.    
On Trade Unions, Richard Hyman is of the opinion that it has always varied from 
different geographical settings and historical periods which means that the specific 
context within which they were formed have influenced their nature. At some points, they 
have been considered as either ‘social partners’, ‘economic agents engaged in collective 
bargaining over routine terms and conditions of employment’ or yet in other times as 
‘fighting organizations confronting employers in a struggle between hostile classes’.70  
Based on the classical definition offered by Webb that Trade Unions are “a continuous 
association of wage earners for the purpose of maintaining or improving the conditions 
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of their employment”,71 Hyman makes a categorization of Trade Unions within three ideal 
typologies. Trade Unions at three ends (points) of this eternal triangle are either market 
oriented (business unions) which has a priority of collective bargaining, or class oriented 
Trade Unions (radical oppositional unions) with an anti-capitalistic stance and an 
advancement of broader class interests, or thirdly, they may be oriented towards society 
(integrative trade unions) which are usually vehicles for social integration.72 Although 
this classification are ideal types, Trade Unions may actually be oriented between or 
among these three scenarios.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hyman, et. al, in a separate contribution discusses varieties of Trade Unions in Europe 
and the varieties of the challenges they face. While the Trade Union system and 
arrangements differ across Europe, he manages to group them into Nordic, Central, 
Southern, Anglophone, Central-Eastern European (with further divisions as Baltic, Vise 
grad countries and Slovenia). The varieties of their challenges, felt differently across 
Europe include decline in large scale manufacturing industries, globalizations’ influence 
on National Trade Unions/ Labour Markets, Political Drift towards the political right 
accompanied by declining electoral support for social democratic parties and loss of 
membership density over the last three decades, accompanied by decreases in financial 
resources.73  
The situation among regions of the Global South is not much different. There are varieties 
of Trade Union as a result of their origins. The challenges they face are also felt differently 
Society 
Figure 2: Hyman’s Eternal Triangle of Trade Union Typologies 
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across the Global South. Most Trade Unions in the Global South however originates from 
a class struggle with colonialism. However, after the neo-liberal onslaught which 
commenced in the 1970s, their comfort zones have been shaken. They have often been 
faced by proliferation and the challenges of the negative effects of globalised capitalism.  
 
2.4 Global governance, Globalization and the Challenges of the Contemporary 
World of Work 
2.4.1 Politics of Global Governance   
Rupert Mark, in ‘Class powers and the politics of global governance’, makes an analysis 
of the largely unequal power relations found in the current neo-liberal global governance 
arrangement.74 He argues that “the dialectical understanding of class-based powers is 
necessary if not sufficient, for understanding social powers more generally, and issues of 
governance which implicate those powers”.75 He proceeds with this analysis using the 
literature of Joseph Stiglitz’s “Globalization and its Discontents”.76  
Although Joseph E. Stiglitz, in his contribution to the discussion generally favours market 
institutions, he questions the market fundamentalism principle which for decades has 
been the underlying principle of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). This principle 
has been the basis upon which they have promoted policies such as market liberalization 
and austerity measures. He tows a view which regards markets within the eyes of society 
and as such opines that it should reflect society. The imposition of liberal economic 
policies, he agrees, has led to poverty, inequality and impoverishment in some developing 
countries to the extent that it limits the benefits which globalization is supposed to bring. 
Analysing from the realm of politics and power relations in the global economy, he 
recounts that the 'Washington Consensus' entrenched in the framework of the IMF is self-
defeating. He pinpoints how these seemingly public global financial institutions have 
become less accountable to the public but rather seem to serve the interest of advanced 
economies and the economic/ financial interests that is at work in those countries.  
Due to the deep western financial capital interest that it serves, it is no surprising that the 
IMF for instance focuses more on inflation targeting just to preserve the value of the 
investment of its interest groups. This is detrimental to a progressive developmental 
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economic approach. He describes the policies of some of such global financial institutions 
as anti-democratic and a new form of dictatorship of financial capital.77  
To address these challenges, he prescribes institutional reforms that has a more realistic 
view of the role of state. This further calls for a more prominent voice for the ordinary 
citizen, and positive change in the decision-making rules of these institutions that are 
currently skewed towards the interest of financial capital and western powers.   
In the face of the imbalance of power within global governance arrangements and the 
untoward effects of such neo-liberal prescriptions, what is the fate of the economies of 
periphery countries and how should their citizenry respond to these challenges? To this 
end, is the coming together of the working class in these areas a viable solution?   
 
2.4.2 Global Power and Class Relations 
Power and class relation is influenced by capitalism which typically serves the interest of 
capital. In such a system, the social means of production is appropriated by private 
interests which then becomes the means to create more surplus value for private gains. 
This often happens either with the consent of the states through legislating this process to 
happen or through the inaction of the state in not regulating the system. The owners of 
capital (the capital class) exclude others who do not have the means of production, leaving 
them with no viable option for survival than the sale of their labour power. Consequently, 
the capitalist class have a dual power of control over both the means of production and 
generally over the labour power of workers. Capitalists therefore put in place various 
strategies to drain as much labour power as possible for as cheap as possible.  
However, the strict classification of society on the sole basis of ownership of capital and 
means of production cannot provide a clear picture of the issue of class and power 
relations. This is because there are intersecting issues such as religion, gender, race, which 
influences economic, social and political relations in society.  
Nonetheless, the class-power relations strongly underpins global relations. Capitalist 
power for instance is transnational in nature.78 This was achieved by ‘freeing the hands’ 
of capital through neo-liberalization which made it as much as possible insulated from 
direct state control.79 International Trade and Finance therefore became a major conduit 
for the global promotion of the power of capital. The establishment of the World Trade 
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Organization (WTO)80 in 1995 has enhanced the possibilities available to global capitalist 
power. The current debate on Trade in Services, Intellectual Property Rights, all affords 
unique opportunism for the expansion of the global might of capital.  
In summary, the increase influence of global capital has been backed by international 
trade and finance, emergence and proliferation of Multi-National Corporations, which has 
afforded a lot of flexibility in terms of location of business and production centres, while 
developing countries are constantly kept in an anxious position of seeking global financial 
capital in the form of Foreign Direct Investments (FDIs). This puts them into competition 
with each other to reduce standards and offer preferential terms in the interest of FDIs, 
even sometimes to the detriment of labour standards. This leads to a global ‘race to the 
bottom’. These MNC have therefore effectively been able to develop a reputation similar 
to ‘hostage takers’. The power of media and marketing shapes the psychology of the 
public to believe that the interest pursued by global financial capital is the collective 
interest of humanity. As a result of a combination of these factors, the genuine interest of 
the underprivileged and poor, are underrepresented and sometimes suppressed in order to 
create a congenial and non-inhibiting atmosphere for the accumulation of capital.  
The resolve of the Global Solidarity Movement, as an opposing force to the problems of 
exploitation and dominance generated by the global intensification of finance-led 
capitalism has to be strengthened.81 Acknowledging the enormity and the trans-national 
nature of the challenge, such movement need to themselves also become trans-national in 
order to succeed. Efforts such as the ‘Occupy Movement’, known for their stands against 
the IMF and the World Bank and the World Social Forum inaugurated in 2001, as an 
alternative to neo-liberal platform of World Economic Forum, are worth mentioning. The 
establishment of decentralized democratic institutions made up of Trade Unions or people 
centred organizations are also advocated by some analysts.82    
However, there are disagreements surrounding the means that such movements should 
use to attain their aims (the use of violence or otherwise), and the choice of coalition 
partners (who may have multiple goals, some of which may be at variance). There is also 
the fear of possible hijack of such movements by the middle class since the most 
disadvantaged persons who are at the receiving end of the ills of finance-led capitalism 
are perceived as the ordinary person. This fear is kindled by the fact that the strategy often 
adopted by such social movements usually come with a cost which cannot easily be 
personally borne by the ordinary person. An example is the cost of travelling to 
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International seminars and solidarity events. Solidarity movements in the United States 
of America (USA) for instance, are accused of neglecting such important aspects.83   
 
2.4.3 Governance of Inequality, Unfairness and the Need for Change: Policing of 
Privatization, Experiences from the Failures of the Past. 
The building of resistance measures against the negative forces of capitalism have taken 
different forms over the period. Some of the time, the measures used have succeeded, in 
other times they have been a failure. This session will investigate whether there are 
meaningful lessons that can be learnt from such experiences as a way of building a more 
resilient Global Workers Solidarity Movement.  
The contemporary form of capitalism which is led by the quest of financial capital to 
increase the accumulation process seeks uninhibited access to markets all over the world 
in order to succeed. Since the onset of the new age of liberalization in the late 1970s, 
privatization became a prominent feature of the Capitalist accumulation process. 
Economic efficiency, especially arising out of ‘competitive markets’ is often used as the 
justification for such policies that are highly supported by International Financial 
Institutions such as the World Bank and IMF. Mark Laffey and Jutta Weldes, in the book 
‘Power in Global Governance’84 discusses how privatization across the globe has led to 
“increased concentration of wealth, income inequality, poverty and alienation, generating 
significant social unrest”.85 Some have also argued that the unfairness in the global 
economic power arrangement is at the core of these inequalities and poverty.  
In opposition to such unfairness, many countries in the world have experienced their fair 
share of anti-globalization protests. Examples are South Korea in 1995, over 
telecommunication and in 2001 over social services; Turkey on 1st May, 1998; Brazil in 
1998 over telecommunication; and London in 1999 over Railways. In most of these 
situations, the major issue was the privatization of social services. Also, some Global 
summit which were perceived as capitalist in nature have experienced some anti-capitalist 
and anti-globalization protests. The American-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) 
summit of 1997 held in Vancouver, the 1998 and 1999 World Trades Organization 
(WTO) meetings in Geneva and Seattle respectively are examples. 
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Sometimes, these efforts have succeeded briefly and lasted for a moment only to be later 
rolled back through legal challenges against organisers or through political machinations. 
In a number of such occasions, authorities have resorted to the use of force, often leading 
to violence. Sometimes, the major achievements of such actions have been their ability at 
pressing home the need for dialogue over the issues of contention. The Italian Foreign 
Minister on one of such occasions rejected violence and acknowledged the need for 
dialogue over the issues of protests. This occurred during the preparations for the 27th 
Summit of the G8 held in Genoa, in 2001.86 
The criticisms against the unfair nature of the global governance arrangement, calls for a 
more just and fair world. Despite the setbacks to these attempts, it is important to note 
that the stability of the entire global governance architecture and global peace cannot be 
sustained within a system which is largely perceived as unfair. If such concerns are not 
addressed, the possibility of breeding rebellion, possess serious threats to the system.  
At the end of WWII, the USA learnt lessons from its failure to participate effectively in 
the operations of the League of Nations and then decided to participate more actively in 
global governance. Washington therefore proposed and backed new sets of rules and 
regimes to secure global governance and peace (which are often referred to as the Bretton 
Woods Institutions). It is worth noting, that the USA emerged from the War as the most 
resilient and industrialized country. It therefore influenced the creation of the 
International system based on its ideals because it was in a strong position of power at 
that time and still continues to be. This strategy helped to shield its interest in the 
international system behind a veil of perceived fairness and charity.87  Although the 
immediate aftermath of the WWII was one of regulated capitalism, these institutions have 
later become largely neo-liberal in nature.88 
The USA emphasized free trade and movement of Capital as a pillar of the newly 
established global governance framework. This was fairly accepted by other Advanced 
Capitalists States who equally stood to gain from such a policy. However, tariff and non-
tariff barriers contributed to make developing countries uncompetitive in World Trade 
and also structural challenges limited their economic-developmental progress. With the 
hegemonic power of the United States of America and some level of power of other 
Advanced Capitalist States, the political-military sphere was and is still being used as a 
security assurance of its economic ambitions. This often makes the quest for global 
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economic reforms less attractive to global powers. It is however noteworthy that such a 
status quo is unsustainable in the long ran.  
Grubber Llyod in the book ‘Ruling the World: Power Politics and the Rise of 
Supranational Institutions’ concurs with this assertion and analyses the influence of 
power politics in institutional design.89 His analysis is that, in building institutions, 
powerful actors are usually able to enforce their interest and choices and preferences as 
they are in the driving seat of decision making. This happens because of their quest to 
gain as much benefits as possible from the system, thus increasing their gain of 
cooperation.90 Upon a challenge of the status quo several years after its construction, the 
initial actors involved in the creation of the system who were by then in a position of 
power will not easily let go, give in or make substantial concessions. As long as it remains 
in a relative position of power as compared to the challenger, it will care little about the 
consequence of a possible exit of the less powerful actor(s) from the system.  
Why do powerful actors who find themselves in a scenario of creation or restructuring of 
a cooperation arrangement want to increase their gains of cooperation? This is mainly 
because they have little to lose with regards to joining the proposed system. From a 
negotiating perspective, they can then hold on longer in order to make as much benefits 
from the proposed arrangements. Secondly, they can easily go alone and make unilateral 
decisions that are individually beneficial, even without joining the proposed arrangement. 
Although outside the scope of this study, this explains the notion behind the decision of 
the United Kingdom to exit the European Union. 
 
2.4.4 Globalization and International Trade Union Solidarity 
Andreas Bieler and Ingemar Lindberg discusses how globalization has changed the global 
landscape of political economy as a result of re-ordering.91 The effect of this change is 
the creation of a more integrated global financial market. Despite constant global 
economic growth in the past decades, they acknowledge that there have been challenges 
of redistribution of wealth, leading to increasing inequalities within and among countries. 
These challenges have been met with contestations from those often at the receiving end 
of the challenges. The rank and file of these groups have included various interest groups 
such as Trade Unions. However, for the efforts of such groups to be successful, “global 
solidarity” is key to confronting such challenges.92   
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Valeria Pulignano, Miguel Martinez Lucio, and Steve Walker in their article 
‘Globalization, Restructuring and Unions: Transnational Co-ordination and Varieties of 
Labour Engagement’, examines within the context of Europe, “how Trade Unions build 
cross-national coordination and alliances to deal with restructuring and its effects”.93 In 
their analysis, they stress the important role of Trade Union learning and exchanges as a 
way of building their operational capacities. In relation to this, Cristian Levesque and 
Gregory Murray observe that the ability of Unions to learn and also diffuse the acquired 
knowledge within it is very central to its capacity building and resilience against external 
threats .94 Such learning comprises communication among Unions and exchange of ideas, 
either within the framework of a regional cooperation or casual bilateral exchanges.  
The research by Valeria Pulignano, Miguel Martinez Lucio, and Steve Walker further 
observes the adoption of the Trade Unions Anticipating Change in Europe (TRACE) 
Programme by the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) as one of such 
strategies meant to build capacity of member Trade Unions in research and education to 
enable them respond appropriately to ‘industrial change’.95 Such an arrangement is a good 
example for Trade Unions in the Global South to also take advantage of regional Trade 
Union Arrangement to develop resilient solidarity arrangement so as to effectively 
respond to their peculiar challenges and that of the global world of work. The TRACE 
project had four main components. Lobbying to influence micro-level policy, organizing 
to influence macro-level change, developing informational strategies through skills and 
training development to influence change at the micro-level and information creation and 
communication exchange for greater awareness.  
The development of regional responses to the challenges facing the Global Trade Union 
Solidarity Movement helps to manage them within manageable chunks and also helps to 
proffer responses to peculiar and similar challenges. However, care should be taken so 
that such arrangements do not degenerate into unhealthy rivalry within and among 
regions. Coordination and dialogue is key to minimizing such possible challenges.  
Ronaldo P. Munck in his contribution to the discussion on globalization and trade unions, 
traces the formation of Trade Unions alongside the formation of the working classes.96 
This, according to him, was closely associated with urbanization that transpired within 
the intangible borders of the state. He states that “from the 1870s through to the 1970s, 
… workers organized within the nation state in combination (trade Unions) set within 
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those parameters and addressed their grievances towards that nation state seen as the 
arbiter of a predominantly national class struggle over the distribution of wealth”.97  
Globalization intensified towards the end of the 20th century. It weakened the 
effectiveness of Unions who focused their efforts solely within their national borders. 
This was especially so because the influence of national borders began to fade-out. 
Globalization of capital is therefore leading to different re-orderings of the global system 
and differentiation.98 Firms have also become agents of globalization as well as actors 
“which creates the spaces in which new contests over forms and structures of 
globalization occur”.99 
According to the defunct International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), 
globalization is the greatest challenge for Trade Unions in the 21st Century. 100 They 
therefore called for organized globalized response to the problem through engaging in a 
counter-offensive that involves among others “local, national and international action” 
and “engaging in the battle of ideas”.101 While globalization has brought some challenges, 
it has also opened doors for labour to access in their counter-offensive.  
For instance, globalization should make it easy for the establishment and maintenance of 
global contacts in the development of Global Trade Union Solidarity. The full benefits 
that can be derived from globalization are yet to be seen, since Antonio Gramsci says “the 
old is dying but the new has not been fully born”.102 It is important to note that within a 
globalized world, the new forms of Capitalism is also likely to create different ways in 
which work is organized. This will therefore affect the ways in which workers have been 
traditionally organized. These effects will also be felt differently in different parts of the 
world. Its effect on the Global North is likely to be different from that of the Global South 
and the responses to the effects are therefore likely to be different.  
In relation to this, Kim Moody is of the opinion that the viable alternatives for labour in 
the Global South “would be a global social movement Unionism” that entails “recognition 
of the diversity of the working class in order to overcome its fragmentation”.103 Naming 
and shaming strategies targeted at global capital as a response to the negative effects of 
globalization have met some limitations. Considering these limitations, Munck sees an 
opportunity for labour to rediscover itself and through combining “a common moral 
economy and an instinctive internationalism”. 104 
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2.5 The Concept of Solidarity 
This session will discuss the Concept of Solidarity and the need for Global Trade Union 
Solidarity. It will begin with the challenges of Capitalism that have negatively confronted 
Workers on a global scale. It will then thoroughly discuss the concept of Solidarity and 
related issues and also the need to reduce envy in solidarity arrangement. Finally, it will 
discuss South-South Labour Internationalism.  
 
2.5.1 Challenges faced by Workers in a Globalized World and the Call for Solidarity 
The bailout of the giant financial institutions in Advanced Capitalist countries in the 
aftermath of the global financial crisis of 2007 raised numerous eyebrows among ordinary 
citizens and social movements who were fighting for a more equitable and just global 
economic order. This was more so, as ordinary citizens were left at the mercy of the crisis 
without the offer of any ‘personal bailout packages’, but preference given to selected big 
businesses who are accused of causing the crisis due to their ‘corporate greed’. The 
financial crisis reverberated around the world causing the re-emergence of the maxim that 
‘when America sneezes, everyone else catches flu’. 
Remedial actions of the American government in offering support to the financial 
institutions because of the key role they play in the economic system reaffirmed the 
maxim of the American financial system being ‘too big to fail’.105 Some saw this action 
as another ‘marriage of convenience’ between capital and the state. Attempts to solve the 
crisis which affected virtually all economies have been North-Centric in nature. 
In the Global North, some of the measures have been the imposition of austerity measures 
by liberal Governments. This has negatively impacted on employment and delivery of 
social services. These policies have also affected the economies of the Global South in 
the form of reduction in Foreign Direct Investments and remittances, in some cases, 
creating a well-known economic experience akin to the era of ‘structural adjustment’.  
The global expansion of capital in the Post-1970 wave of neo-liberalism brought with it 
some social costs and challenges. This includes precarious work, outsourcing and in-
formalization. These challenges have not be given much attention. Some responses by 
Labour includes the development of ‘corporate codes of conducts’, ‘global framework 
agreements’, ‘International Labour Standards’ and formation of Global Unions.106  
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In order to address the fundamentals of negative consequences posed by Capitalism and 
its modes of production and accumulation, Karl Polanyi calls for a return from market to 
society as an overarching solution to these emerging challenges faced by Labour.107 How 
should this shift be conducted and within what framework for Organized Labour? To 
respond to this, it will be interesting to first look at a summary of the challenges that 
workers face as discussed by Sarah Mosoetsa and Michelle Williams as follows: 108  
 Multi-nationalization of production and its ownership with heavy dependence on 
big financial interests leading to internationalization of corporate decisions. 
 The emergence of outsourcing as a cost saving business strategy. 
 Workplace exploitation and decreasing provision of social services.  
 Job losses and reduction in real wages and the economic/ political power of Trade 
Unions arising from increased mobility of financial capital. 
 Increase in automation of production resulting in a weakened Power of Labour in 
the manufacturing sector creating further changes in occupational structure and a 
ballooning of the service sector that is most vulnerable. 
 The emergence of the ‘precariat’ and difficulties in organizing the informal sector, 
mostly located in the service sector. 
 Ecological crisis due to over-exploitation of natural resource to satisfy the 
‘unquenchable’ thirst for capital accumulation.  
 Massive urbanization without the provision of the needed infrastructure and 
services to sustain decent life.   
 Reduction in political choices of citizens and opportunities for genuine 
participation in governance, often manifested in crackdowns on dissent.  
On the backdrop of these numerous challenges, the need to build Global Trade Union 
Solidarity by shifting from the traditional forms of solidarity based solely on mutual 
interest to more sustainable forms cannot be overemphasized. Commonality of identities 
and interest have often formed the initial basis of solidarity. Richard Hyman, however 
calls for a shift to building a kind of solidarity based on “mutuality despite differences”.109 
Solidarity must therefore be re-conceptualized at the local, national and international 
levels, bearing in mind the fact that “workers on the ground must be active participants 
in this redefinition and reinvention”.110 Jennifer Jihye Chun, contributing to the 
discussion, calls for the construction of symbolic power, built around morality discourse 
that is championed in such a way that it easily resonates with the masses.111   
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Also, Peter Waterman points out some challenges that currently confronts workers, who 
may or may not be unionized. These challenges include casualization, precariousness, 
and zero-hours contracts. These challenges have become very threatening due to the 
intensification of globalization (a medium through which neo-liberal capitalism is 
transferred and strengthened across the globe).112 To address these challenges, he 
advocates for a broader form of coalition building and alliance beyond the immediate 
constituents of Trade Unions to include Social Movements (with broader aims) such as 
the Global Justice and Solidarity Movement (GJ&SM).113  
The emergence of the BRICS nations of Brasil, Russia, India, China and South Africa as 
countries with similar global outlook is worth mentioning. The origin of BRICS can be 
traced to 2006 when informal ties were established among the members, save South 
Africa, by which time it was referred to as the BRICs. However, in 2011, South Africa 
became included. They intend to cooperate among themselves and also towards 
influencing global political and economic governance. Their aim of shaping global 
governance is worth acknowledging.  
At this stage, a question to ask is what the concept of solidarity is and what challenges 
have been associated with its long known understanding for which reason there is the 
need for reconceptualization. This analysis is very important to provide a good basis for 
its thorough understanding.  
 
2.5.2 The Concept of Solidarity 
Van W. Oorschot defines solidarity as “a positive sense of shared fate between 
individuals or groups. That is a situation where relationship centre on the stronger 
helping the weaker or on promoting the communal interest”.114 Relying on this, P.T. de 
Beer defines solidarity as “a positive sense of shared fate: the fate of one person is 
positively bound up with the behaviour of the other”, and further continues that “a person 
shows solidarity if his behaviour benefits the other”.115 Solidarity can therefore be seen 
as one in which the behaviour of a person “deliberately benefits the other, without 
immediately requiring a benefit in return”.116  
A cursory notion of solidarity has existed in various forms and can be argued to be as old 
as mankind. This is because humankind have existed in affinity with each other and have 
often offered some form of support to one another throughout history. Traditional 
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societies for instance are communal societies in which persons linked by ancestral 
lineage, marriage or blood have co-habited.  
Traditional African Societies have promoted communal living and support systems for 
their members. Most often, this has been based on a notion of reciprocity and moral 
obligation. For instance, when a neighbour is in need, one is expected to offer the 
necessary support or solidarity to the fellow since it could be one’s turn for support in the 
future. This responsibility is further deepened by the existence of blood relations or 
ancestral linkage among members. Support offered to a neighbour or a member of society 
is understood as a support to one’s own relative. On moral grounds, societies are prepared 
to offer help to strangers because humans are also perceived as strangers on this earth and 
only transiting through. The analogy therefore is that if one could offer support to 
strangers who one may not even know how much more is it not important to offer 
solidarity to members of one’s society.  
Steinar Stjernø (2004), acknowledge the long existence of ‘group loyalty’ and ‘resource 
sharing’ long before the academic study and conceptualization of the term ‘solidarity’. 
He acknowledges the family as a building block of traditional societies and continues that 
kinship stemmed out of blood relations and was a basis for reciprocal actions in society. 
Solidarity existed among peasant groups in feudal societies and at another level, worker 
cooperatives. He further traces the origin of solidarity from three different fields of 
society. The first was its origins in classical social theory and its further development in 
France as a solution to the social challenges that emerged from the French Revolution. 
The second was its Marxian Workers based socialist development, while the third was its 
religious origins (from catholic, and later, protestant doctrines).117  
In France, Solidarity had its legal origins from the French Civil Code in 1804 but later 
developed a political meaning. François Marie Charles Fourier’s (1772 - 1837) ‘Theorie 
de l’unite’ is instructive in this regard in that it describes solidarity in four (4) ways: group 
insurance and responsibility, sharing of resources, feeling of community and public 
support for families. Pierce Leroux (1798-1871) is further credited with the modern and 
clear systematic analysis of the concept in his publication entitled ‘De l’Humanite’ in 
1840. His concept of solidarity was seen as one of a relationship between or among human 
beings in a society. The concept of solidarity then spread to other parts of Europe and was 
later adopted by the revolutionaries in France. Auguste Comte (1798-1857) is credited 
with importing solidarity into Sociology, a concept which was further built upon by Émile 
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Durkheim (1858-1917) in his work, ‘The Division of Labour in Society’ (1893). In 
Durkheim’s conceptualisation, he acknowledges the importance of justice as a necessary 
ingredient for success. However, social inequalities and differentiation could compromise 
the possibility of justice and further break down the bonds of societies.118  
The second branch of its origin was rooted in socialist theory. Stjernø writes that the idea 
of brotherhood between workers began to emerge in the early parts of the 19th Century. 
The advent of industrial capitalism then strained the bonds that existed among individuals 
in a society or workplace. Industrial capitalism also made it relatively easier to organize 
workers who were concentrated in large firms.119 He then categorises solidarity from the 
socialist perspective into three main headings. The first and second categories (classical 
Marxist and Leninist), focuses on class interests and community between fellow workers. 
The third category based on classical social democracy focuses on much broader 
definition of interests to include both working class and other like-minded groups.120  
Although he did not expressly use the term solidarity in his writings, Karl Marx devoted 
some attention on such concepts and their importance to the success of the Workers’ 
Revolution. Marx opined that the present constant struggle of workers inhibits the 
possibility of the development of a true sense of community among them. This will 
however become more feasible in the future socialist society. Karl Kautsky (1854 - 1938), 
further developed the concept in Marxist literature by broadening the usage of the term 
to include persons outside the working class. In Eduard Bernstein’s (1850 - 1932) 
discussion of the concept, he was of the opinion that equality, solidarity and individual 
freedom, three essential elements of socialist ethics, should be balanced. This was because 
Bernstein believed that solidarity developed when workers realise that when they come 
together in a Trade Union, they could reduce their dependency on employers.121 
An Austro-Marxist, Max Adler (1873-1937), in his writing ‘Die Solidarische 
Gesellschaft’ (written in 1934), was of the opinion that solidarity in an exploited society 
such as a capitalist society was possible when exploited persons and workers identify with 
a common interest and each other as a class of exploited group. This means a transition 
from a class situation to identifying a class interest, then the creation of class 
consciousness which will finally lead to class community or solidarity. Similar to Marx, 
Vladimir I. Lenin (1870-1924), was preoccupied with working class unity and did not 
devote a lot of attention in his writings to Solidarity.122 The Italian Marxist, Antonio 
Gramsci (1891 –1937), was of the opinion that the defeat of capitalism could be attained 
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only through the coming together and creation of a social alternative to capitalist 
domination.123 This calls for workers to see themselves as a unit with a common interest 
and thus the need for unity and solidarity.  
Thirdly, the religious origins of the term solidarity is linked to its development in Catholic 
and later Protestant doctrines. A central tenet of most religions is the existence of a 
‘community of brethren’ who abides by the teachings and doctrines of their faith. In 
Christianity, the Greek word ‘agape’ which signifies the love of God towards humankind 
of which all humans are expected to show towards their fellow beings is an important 
virtue. Therefore, ‘agape’, ‘fraternity’ and ‘brotherhood’ become the pillars upon which 
Christian concept of solidarity developed.  
Stjernø further opines that the catholic concept of solidarity is founded on a principle of 
‘human equality in the eyes of God, the family and human interdependence, with its 
objective towards “social peace and harmony, social integration and enhancing the 
conditions of human life”. It has a strong inclusiveness of “all classes, the poor, and the 
needy” and the “Third World”, yet with a weak collective orientation on “personalism” 
and “subsidiarity”. The lack of expression of solidarity with the weak in society, the 
problems of how to cure social injustice, right of resistance by the weak is not clearly 
addressed by the catholic concept of solidarity.124  
On the origins of solidarity in Lutheranism, a version of Protestantism, Stjernø states that 
it is built on the foundation that “man is created in the image of God”, “love of one’s 
neighbour” and “Christian servitude”. Its objectives is to “realise the kingdom of God on 
earth” and ensure “welfare for all”, with “those who suffer”, “the poor and the needy” 
and the “Third World” all inclusive.125  
The three paths of the development of the concept began at different periods. The social 
theorist began in the 19th century while that of the socialist theory began in the later part 
of the 19th Century. Its Christian origins, which was dominant in Western Europe began 
earlier, but took shape in the later parts of the 20th Century. Stjernø further observes that 
the variations in the concept of solidarity may stem from “the foundations of the idea”, 
“the goal the idea supports” and “the degree that the idea has a collective orientation”.126  
A discussion on the three differing paths of the development of solidarity is very 
important for a contemporary understanding of the concept. For a study such as this, it 
will enable us to appreciate the different conceptions of solidarity that exists among 
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workers. Trade Unions have different origins, some religious, others academic, while 
some others have been rooted in revolutionary ideologies. Their different origins are 
therefore likely to influence their notions and practice of solidarity.  
Philip Dann, also traces the notion of solidarity to the French revolutionary era of the late 
18th century during which the notion of fraternité (later, solidarity) and legal guarantees 
ensued that “poor citizens had a fundamental right of help in France”, based on which 
help was not to be perceived as an “act of mercy”, but rather as “a right of every citizen”127 
which meant a horizontal relationship. This provided some response to the problem of 
poverty arising out of industrialization and political exclusion.  
The idea of solidarity, together with others generated from the Revolution were 
transferred to other countries and led to some social reforms across parts of the world. 
Despite its limited ideological successes in some states (largely dependent on the will of 
its leaders to act), transferring it into the international sphere may not attain similar global 
successes. Dann, acknowledges two basic challenges. The first is the existence of state 
sovereignty whereby every state is regarded as independent and autonomous and 
therefore cannot be forced to undertake any act of solidarity if it wishes not to. It can only 
enter into a solidarity arrangement on its own volition. This principle, to a lesser extent 
(in the form of independence/ autonomy) applies to most organizations with nationalities, 
such as Trade Unions. The other barrier is the difficulty of conceiving solidarity as a 
universal principle to which all other states or international actors must subscribe to.  
Alternatives to a legal internationalization of the concept of solidarity may be to channel 
it through the conduit of human rights or to champion its advocacy as a form of ensuring 
a fair and equitable redistribution of global wealth. Relying on a less legalistic concept 
and narrow approach to the concept, Dann128 further discusses some elements of 
solidarity to include an obligation:  
 To provide help to one another in order to advance a common objective. 
 Based on the recognition of the equality of partners involved, despite any form of 
asymmetry of power, be it economic or political.  
 That is mutual and not necessarily reciprocal.  
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2.5.3 Types of Solidarity 
The late 19th Century French Sociologist, Emile Durkheim, sheds some light on the notion 
of solidarity in his work ‘The Division of Labour in Society’.129 In the study, he asserts 
that the division of labour is becoming more visible in various aspects of society, ranging 
from science and research, political administration to production. He explains that the 
function of division of labour should not be an end in itself but rather be geared towards 
the original purpose of the delivery of the task to ensure social cohesion. He 
acknowledges that due to self-insufficiency, there is the need for mutual dependence and 
complementarity of efforts. 
Durkheim (2014), continues that:  
“…there can certainly never be solidarity between ourselves and another 
person unless the image of the other person is united with our own. But 
when union derives from the similarity between two images, it consists in 
an agglutination. The two representations become solidly bonded together 
because, being distinct from each other either wholly or in part, they fuse 
completely, becoming one”130 
The study also points out the essence of laws as a glue that holds society together and 
further discusses two typologies of solidarity (mechanical and organic). Mechanical 
solidarity occurs amongst a relatively homogeneous society with less divisions of labour, 
while organic solidarity exists in those characterized by relatively deeper divisions of 
labour and individualism. Consequently, society transforms from one of mechanical 
solidarity to an organic solidarity, because of the increasing need for specialization. He 
concludes that the excessive division of labour is precarious in nature with a dire 
consequence of ‘anomie’, a situation in which individuals loses their sense of values, 
leading to a situation of ‘normlessness’.131  
Applying this discussion to the global perspective, the world of work have been marked 
by International division of labour in which case some particular activities have been 
concentrated in some parts of the world, while some other countries are advised to 
concentrate on some peculiar activities of which they are believed to possess competitive 
advantage. The upsurge of globalization has also led to a global system of deep 
interdependencies. This phenomena of interdependency, coupled with a global division 
of labour has led to the relegation of some parts of the world of labour into entrenched 
subordinating roles, often leading to huge social hardships. In such precarious conditions, 
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the continuous sustainability of a globalized world of work within a system of organic 
solidarity has become questionable.  
De Beer outlines two categories/ dimensions of solidarity. The first category depends on 
the level of compulsion and may therefore be either obligatory or voluntary in nature. The 
second depends on the level of reciprocity and may therefore be one-sided or two-sided 
in nature. He further categorizes solidarity as either unorganized/ informal voluntary 
(‘warm solidarity’) or organized / institutionalized (cold solidarity or risk sharing).132 
De Beer, asserts that “institutionalized two-sided cold solidarity is on the increase”.133  
This means that persons engaged in relations are becoming more calculative of their risk 
as a result of the uncertain nature of the future. The end result of this is a gradual shift 
towards the creation of arrangements in which resources are pooled together in a risk 
sharing system as a form of support towards unforeseen future eventualities.  
Coen N. Teulings, describes two forms of solidarity arrangement: horizontal and 
vertical.134 According to him, horizontal solidarity is a type in which persons in a 
homogeneous relationship engage in a mutually beneficial arrangement as a way of taking 
advantage of efficiencies of scale. It survives on a certain level of shared identity which 
means that people outside this identity are not likely to be extended the same courtesies. 
Vertical solidarity on the other hand involves a kind of ‘voluntary/ coerced’ transfer from 
one party to another in which case the offeror is one who is better off or in a position to 
do so, so as to benefit the less powerful receiver’. The coerced form of vertical solidarity 
may require a third party that ensures that the coercion takes place in order to either 
preserve a state of peace or mutual understanding between the (potential) conflicting 
parties. Vertical solidarity arrangement usually requires a set of ‘values’ that acts as a 
glue holding the two parties together to perpetuate the arrangements by providing some 
forms of continuous justifications for its continuance.135  
The analysis here is that even in a large group like the working class, there are sub-group 
identities which may further bring about some heterogeneity. If not handled well, this 
differentiation in sub-group identity may limit the possibilities of solidarity. Such 
differentiation can be seen in the disparity between the working class of the world (north 
and south) and even within the global south, there are still disparities in identities.  
Nevertheless, identities among the global south working class is arguably relatively 
homogeneous compared to the working class of the Global North. This suggests greater 
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possibilities of a horizontal solidarity relationship within the Global South. Despite this, 
pressures and influence from outside may lead to clashing of heads of countries of the 
Global South and make them estranged from one another.  
Solidarity further implies the importance of resources as an important component for it 
to be successful. Resources may be in the form of personnel or financial. Even if there 
are no identity differences, absence or unavailability of resources can be a hindrance to 
its furtherance. Its absence will therefore limit solidarity to mere rhetoric without the 
possibility of being backed with action.  
 
2.5.4 Four Uses of Solidarity 
Kurt Bayerts, in the book ‘Solidarity’ discusses four uses of solidarity.136  He begins by 
tracing the origins of Solidarity to the Roman common law in which all members of the 
family were jointly liable for the common debt of a member which was referred to as 
“obligatio in solidum”. According to him, the notion re-emerged strongly in the 19th 
century and became related to other notions such as ‘fraternity’ during and after the 
French Revolution. From his perspective, solidarity implies a “positive obligation to 
act”137 and has often been espoused by proponents who hold a contrary view to an 
individualistic view of human action and responsibility. The four views of solidarity 
proposed by him are solidarity and morality, solidarity and society, solidarity and 
liberation and finally, solidarity and the welfare state.   
Solidarity and morality implies a binding tie of humans together as members of a 
community. Related to this is the discussion of Max Scheler’s universalists-moralist 
conception of solidarity in which the actions and inactions of individuals were linked to 
one another anywhere in the world and were therefore jointly responsible for their actions 
and inactions, although the existence of individual responsibility in certain spheres of life 
is also acknowledged.138 Criticizing the assertion by Scheler, Bayertz asserts that 
solidarity may not be natural and universalistic as proposed, but may be confronted with 
external and internal limitations. This may go beyond the mere feeling of being human, 
but also the identification with the other person through a feeling of belonging together.  
Within the usage of solidarity and society, solidarity is conceived as “the inner cement 
holding together a society”.139 Society is perceived as a smaller and specific part of the 
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larger ‘humanity’ with commonalities such as history, ancestry, culture, goals and ideals.  
Linking this to the concept of the polis, described by Aristotle as the highest form of 
human co-existence, it is not surprising that modern day solidarity is often more stronger 
among persons living within a similar geographical boundaries of a state.  
Bayertz further opines that personal relationships alone cannot form a meaningful cement 
of society but may include “networks of social relationships which are largely indirect 
and anonymous”.140 The law, common market place and division of labour promotes 
cooperation among individuals, thus bridging the gap or difficulties associated with 
individualism, thereby reinforcing the need to create a functioning society. Commonality 
of history and a sense of shared fate when put together can act as a glue that helps promote 
solidarity in society.  
Thirdly, solidarity, used within the context of liberation is explained as the type in which 
individuals form a group in order to seek, demand or enforce their common interests or 
rights. Variants of this may include criminal ventures, to help each other (in the form of 
insurance), or in the form of social movement (linked to social justice that connotes strive 
towards political and social rights). The labour movement in the 19th and 20th Century 
followed this path. Such a typology of solidarity usually has a clear opponent that is being 
targeted, which leads to some level of positive exclusion of ‘opponents’.  
Mobilization of the proletariat class and workers have often followed this path in the sense 
that members are often ‘whipped in line’ to unite against a common enemy (exploitative 
capitalism). In this case, the capitalist system of production is perceived as a social 
injustice against society and for which reason it must be resisted. In such as situation, the 
lack of offer of solidarity by a member is often perceived as imprudent and unfair. Such 
imprudent actions are thus met with reprehension, so as to enforce reciprocity and 
discourage ‘free-riding’.  
Finally, within the contest of the Welfare State, solidarity has often been used as a concept 
to justify the transfer of financial and material support to an often underprivileged sector 
of society. The concept of ‘fraternity’, which gained political currency during the French 
Revolution is a strong source of such conception.  
Again, Bayertz points out that the Declaration of Human Rights of 1793, outlined 
solidarity as a ‘holy duty’ towards “unfortunate members” of society. The extension of 
solidarity to the needy is therefore made in both an institutionalized and ‘coercive’ 
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manner. Poverty and squalor is perceived as a human construct and therefore human 
actions and policy can also be used to deconstruct them and rather put in their place, a 
more humane and equitable society. The individual is therefore perceived to be entitled 
to such social rights through the natural law of nature.141 He concludes that “the concept 
of solidarity is thus indispensable for a philosophy of morality and politics, if this is to 
pay justice to the true complexity of the moral conscience”.142       
Ulrich Steinvorth in a discussion on ‘The Concept and Possibilities of Solidarity’ also 
acknowledges that liberty, equality and fraternity became the buzz words of the French 
Revolution.143 He however says that radical solidarity have often been used as 
justification for revolutions while non-radical forms of solidarity have been used to push 
for respect of common interests. He acknowledges that in whichever form solidarity is 
used, there is often an emphasis on respect for the rights of individuals, either as 
individuals or as a collective. According to him, radical solidarity may be too violent 
while moderate solidarity may also be too ‘blunt’. From his perspective, this calls for one 
which is prudent, moral and rational in pressing for the common interests it stands for.  
 
2.5.5 The Cornerstone of Solidarity 
Another interesting yet often less considered discussion on solidarity is offered by Herbert 
Adams Gibbons in the book ‘Anglo-Saxon Solidarity’. He makes the point that 
differences in origin can often influence the levels of shared solidarity between a group 
of people and another group. He further states that historical circumstances may even 
deepen the suspicion for each other, especially, when there has been a history of conflict 
or ‘bad blood’ between or among the group(s).144  
Gibbons, further stresses the importance of common language as a potential basis for 
solidarity and continues that similar development of democratic institutions, common 
ideals and common interests are also basis for solidarity. The discussion then stresses the 
usage of ideals and moral appeals as a rallying point for solidarity and further emphasizes 
common interests as the cornerstone of solidarity.145   
Most of the countries in the Global South have undergone colonialism at one point in time 
in their history. The ‘bad blood’ that was generated from the exploitative and repressive 
relationship therefore acts as a potential limitation to solidarity between such states and 
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their former ‘colonial masters’. This may not be completely so because currently, there 
exists some power asymmetry in the favour of the former ‘colonial masters’. This may 
imply continuous dependency on them for expression of global trade union solidarity.  
 
2.5.6 Solidarity and the need for ‘Envy Reduction’ 
Koichi Tadenuma, in the Article ‘Partnership, Solidarity and Minimal Envy in Matching 
Problems’146 discusses the problem of envying and how to minimize it in any matching 
and solidarity arrangements. Relying on the work of Gale and Shapely147, Tadenuma, 
analysis the conditions and scenarios in which actors with different interests can be 
matched together in a ‘two-sided matching problem’. He states that a socially desirable 
matching rule should satisfy two main properties. First, it should be built on “envy 
minimizing” and secondly it should be “based on a solidarity principle that applies to 
particular kinds of preference changes”.  
In matching principles, he acknowledges that envy may occur as a result of differences in 
rankings and personal differences of actors. Differences in ranking may result from 
differences in skills, capacity and external preferences towards the actor. The principle of 
solidarity therefore applies when a change in situation affects all persons involved, in 
which case, all actors that are to be selected are expected to offer solidarity to each other.  
Globally, there have always been variations in the fortunes of national economies. While 
some have benefited from such changes, others have been negatively impacted.  Also, 
countries and the working class or members of Trade Unions are impacted differently and 
have different capacities to face such challenges. An application of this analysis brings to 
the fore the problem of ‘envy’ and ‘solidarity’. Can Trade Unions really be engaged in 
any meaningful and socially acceptable social match without considering the pre-
conditions put forward by Tadenuma? The conclusion drawn from his work is the 
importance of envy reduction in any socially acceptable global matching arrangement or 
solidarity development among workers, especially among workers with disparities in 
circumstances.   
It is therefore important to tackle ‘envy’ which may arise from disparities in preference 
for actors and personal differences among nations when building a Global Trade Union 
Solidarity arrangement. Various countries are ranked differently in terms of preference 
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as destination for investments, which often arise from differences among nations. These 
differences often affects the level of investment that enters that country or region and 
subsequently the creation of employment and granting of better working conditions for 
workers. While some countries or areas of the world may be relative fortunate, there is 
the risk that envy may be generated among workers in the less favoured areas towards 
those of the relatively favoured areas. In such a system, their position in the global labour 
markets and production process influences their level of bargaining power and voice. In 
bringing workers together, it is important to reduce the risk of envy generation which can 
impact on the level of solidarity that can be displayed or offered among themselves.  
 
2.5.7 Determinants of Solidarity 
Mark Anner, et. al., in the article ‘The Industrial Determinants of Transnational 
Solidarity: Global Inter Union Politics in Three Sectors’ discusses forms of labour 
transnational solidarity in the sectors of motor manufacturing, maritime shipping, and 
clothing & textile manufacturing.148 They posit that Trade Unions sometimes engages in 
these forms of trans-national arrangements of solidarity in order to collectively counter 
the threat of increased global competition that sets to pitch workers from different 
geographical locations against each other.  
In the automobile sector, they discovered that there are strong national unions who 
although are interested in protecting their national terrain and prevent job losses to other 
countries, have been able to build some form of trans-national alliances with unions in 
other countries and in some cases have practiced job sharing.  
The study in the maritime industry identified “global sectoral collective bargaining 
developed in the context of a globalized regulatory framework”. Such framework makes 
room for hiring of labour from any part of the world to work in any part of the world, 
leading to a somewhat de-nationalized labour market. This has led to the creation of a 
highly mobile labour force which creates strong incentives for contentions as some 
countries with over-supply of such skills seem to be dominating the sector. Compensation 
in this industry is however based on certified skills with some disparities in job security 
across skills levels and national markets.  
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Massive exodus of jobs have been the experience in the textile sector, from the direction 
of Global North to the Global South. This has led to competition among areas in the 
Global South against each other to attract these types of jobs. The result of this is pitching 
their workers against each other for priority of establishment and retention of industries. 
This has led to a progressive deterioration and lowering of labour standards in order to 
maintain ‘competitive advantage’.  
They further acknowledge some push and pull factors in the field of labour trans-
nationalism. According to them, forms of cooperation differ in relation to: 
 Role of the relevant Global Union Federation (GUF). 
 Degree of institutionalization of cooperation. 
 Degree to which national worker organizations control the process.  
 Susceptibility of cooperation to conflict of interest between participating national 
unionists.  
Network/ institution building, global collective bargaining and consumer campaigns are 
some of the strategies of cooperation or solidarity building often been used at the trans-
national stage. The push factors that militate against trans-national solidarity are partly 
affected by trans-national worker-to-worker competition which varies according to the 
power relations within and between firms, the geographical scale and segmentation of the 
labour market and the specific techniques of switching locations and workforces.  
The pull factors on the other hand complement the push factors. They are supportive 
structures at the local, national and international levels that provide unions with 
opportunities that make some forms of cooperation plausible. They include the pre-
existing transnational coordination structures (European Works Council), a strong and 
unionized workforce around the industry’s power centre, leverage points in the value-
adding chain and access to global political and regulatory infrastructures.  
The authors acknowledge the influence of national interests in the attempt to build such 
cooperative and transnational solidarity, especially, in the automobile industry. Being a 
high capital intensive sector, the workers in such industries are interested in protecting 
their jobs and therefore are often engaged in strategies that will seek to tie-down these 
huge investments to guarantee their jobs. In so doing, it is often easy to engage in 
competitive struggles with other companies and most of the time other countries.  
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Within the maritime sector, national level conflicts are mainly mediated through 
collective bargaining mechanisms. “De-nationalization of wage bargaining has not 
however erased parochial interests, instead, the International Transport Federation (ITF) 
resolves them by negotiating between unions”, they noted.149 The good thing is that such 
a strategy reduces the possibilities of pitching groups of workers against each other as 
pertains in the clothing and textile and automobile sectors.  
The case of the clothing sector is different and international actions often needs broad 
based partners outside unions for actions and campaigns which have been embarked upon 
towards the protection of workers’ rights to succeed. This is more so because National 
Unions and structures within such sectors are often weak. 
In all this, both geographically based unions (such as Regional Trade Unions 
Confederations) and Industrial Based Unions (such as Global Union Federations) have 
important roles to play. This role includes organizing specific sectors of workers in areas 
which global capital can likely easily clash heads together to instigate unhealthy 
competition and rivalry. A combination of regional trade union federations and sector-
based Global Union Federations (GUF) is critical to engender Global Trade Union 
Solidarity. It can also be stated that the development of strong trans-national solidarity 
systems helps and provides a good platform for cooperation against the negative 
consequences of the globalized, finance led, and neo-liberal capitalism. 
 
2.5.8 South-South Labour Internationalism 
The 2008 global financial crisis and the subsequent global responses to it has led to some 
changes in the siting of production centres. This has gradually increased the volumes of 
production centres received by the Global South. The Southern Initiative on Globalization 
and Trade Union Rights (SIGTUR) is a network of Trade Unions from four continents 
(Latin America, Africa, Asia and Oceania). Its goal is “to promote South-South Trade 
Union integration based on a loose organizational basis and directed toward militant 
campaigns”.150  
Although it has been in existence since the late 1980s, it was formally created in 1999. 
Its members are mostly drawn from democratic and action oriented Trade Unions, often 
allied with Social movements outside the conventional field of Trade Unions. It is also a 
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network and not really a formalized organization. Its actions in the past have included 
targeting embassies of countries whose Governments have taken negative actions against 
SIGTUR members, campaigns against Trans-National Companies such as Rio Tinto and 
mobilizations against Free Trade Area Agreements (FTAAs).151  
A study conducted by Bruno Dobrusin into the contribution of SIGTUR to South-South 
Global Trade Union Solidarity and the opportunities it offers Global Trade Union 
Solidarity Movement reveals a number of issues. One of them is the need to break 
dependency on the Global North with regards to funding Solidarity actions and efforts in 
the Global South. Secondly, there is the need to articulate South-South actions since they 
have some experiences that can be learnt by others with regards to increasing 
membership. The situation in Brasil and South Africa, despite the neo-liberal capitalist 
onslaught was singled out. Thirdly, it also stressed the need for International Workers’ 
Organizations to adopt a more militant orientation in their actions.  
This means that organizing transnationally is very important if Trade Unions can 
withstand the neo-liberal capitalist onslaught. This will include the shared need to form 
alliances. The discussion concludes by categorizing international organizing and 
campaigns in three (3) forms; from below against Trans-National Organizations, from 
above in the form of Global Framework Agreements, and across borders through 
solidarity campaigns. 
 
2.6 Conclusions 
This session summarises and places into perspective the discussion in this chapter. On the 
possibilities of cooperation in the international system, it was noted that the ‘conflict 
prone’ nature of the international system coupled with the self-seeking nature of actors is 
a disincentive for cooperation. This notwithstanding, cooperation among Trade Unions is 
possible. For this to be achieved there is the need to reduce disincentives to cooperation 
because interdependence among members deepen the need for cooperation. Cooperation 
often begins with a field of mutual interest. However, membership of international 
organisations facilitates the extension of interest to cover broader aims. Upholding of far 
reaching norms and moral principles are also vital for cooperation. 
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Concerning the Global South and South-South Cooperation (SSC), it was realised that 
the economic-centric criteria for defining the Global South is inadequate. Consequently, 
a power relational approach was adopted to reconceptualise the Global South as 
“countries mainly of the former colonial world with relatively low economic, political 
and socio-cultural influence or insertion within the global governance arrangement”. 
This definition was used to improve the one offered by the United Nations Office for 
South-South Cooperation (UNoSSC).  
Consequently, South-South Cooperation is defined as “a process whereby two or more 
countries, mainly of the former colonial world with relatively low economic, political 
and socio-cultural influence or insertion within the global governance arrangement 
pursue their individual and/or shared national capacity development objectives 
through exchange of knowledge, skills, resources and technical know-how, and 
through regional and interregional collective actions, including partnerships involving 
governments, regional organizations, civil society, academia and the private sector, for 
their individual and/or mutual benefit within and across regions”. It was identified that 
SSC initiatives must be initiated, organised and managed by South countries, include 
knowledge sharing and aimed at development.  
On Trade Unions, one could say that there are different typologies. Their origins and 
orientation may also affect their practice of cooperation and solidarity.  
The current global governance arrangement is regarded as unfair. It helps entrench the 
current predicament of the Global South. It needs reforms. This reforms can be 
championed by Trade Unions. Globalization is viewed as a medium for good and also 
otherwise. Negatively, it provides the conduits for the transmission of the negative 
consequences of neo-liberal capitalism. Positively, it provides the means for trans-
national actions for the defence of working rights.  
Solidarity has many origins and understanding. Among others, it is regarded as ‘the 
stronger helping the weaker’, ‘a positive sense of shared fate’, ‘an inner cement of 
society’, ‘group insurance and responsibility’, ‘sharing of resources’, ‘feeling of 
community’, ‘public support for families’, ‘coming together of workers’, and 
‘unconditional love towards one another’. Its practice reiterates ‘the need for justice’, 
‘essence of laws’, ‘equality of partners’, and ‘morality, prudence and rationality’. With 
regards to level of compulsion, it could either be obligatory or voluntary, while the level 
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of reciprocity means that it may be one-sided or double sided. Its level of formality could 
either be unorganised/ informal or organised/ institutionalised. It was further recognised 
that differences in origins may affect the expression of solidarity. Thus, common cultural 
heritage such as language is a major influence that draws persons to engage in solidarity. 
Finally, the need for envy reduction in solidarity arrangement was identified.  
South-South Trade Union Cooperation therefore implies South-South Cooperation that 
involves Trade Unions. Also, Global Trade Union Solidarity implies the engagement of 
Trade Unions of different nationalities in an arrangement of Solidarity that goes beyond 
their mutual interests to include those that are global in scope.  
Consequently, South-South Cooperation that engenders Global Trade Union Solidarity is 
one with a broad scope that goes beyond the mutual interests of the partners involved (be 
it two or more Trade Unions of different nationalities). To the extent that initiatives are 
in line with broader and global interests of workers, and further contributes to building a 
resilient Global Trade Union Movement in defence of the working rights of workers, that 
South-South Cooperation mechanism can be said to be engendering Global Trade Union 
Solidarity.  
The next chapter will therefore proceed within the scope set out in this Chapter.  
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CHAPTER THREE  
A CASE STUDY OF THE TRADES UNION CONGRESS (TUC) OF GHANA 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO GHANA 
This session will introduce the country Ghana in relation to its population, income 
inequality, poverty, human development and the labour force. Its political history will 
mentioned briefly, but discussed later in tandem with its historical evolution of Trade 
Unionism.  
 
 
Figure 3: A Political Map of Ghana.  
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3.1.1 Brief History and Colonial Legacy 
Previously referred to as the Gold Coast, Ghana gained independence from the British on 
6th March 1957 and later became a Republic on 1st July, 1960. Prior to the establishment 
of colonial rule, the area currently known as Ghana was inhabited by ‘tribal states’ who 
lived under traditional governance systems usually headed by a King. Consequently, the 
influence of ethnicity persists despite its post-independence governance arrangement. 
This pre-independence local governance arrangements and differences in economic 
opportunities across the country partly explains the disparity in socio-economic 
conditions of the citizenry at independence. For instances, while the Southern parts of the 
country had a more prominent role for women in traditional governance, the case was 
relatively different in some parts of the Northern regions. In addition, property and 
economic rights vary across traditional areas.  For instance, ownership of land was 
traditionally an exclusive right of men. This remains so in some parts of the country due 
to traditional law.  
During colonial rule, Ghana was a ground for the exploitation of natural resources such 
as gold, bauxite, diamond, timber and cocoa. This situation has survived independence 
mainly because of the construction of the global governance arrangements that relegates 
the country to a basic role of ‘hewer of wood and drawer of water’. It is also noteworthy 
that during colonial rule, infrastructure development was intended to aid the continual 
exploitation and transportation of resources to feed metropolitan Britain. For instance, the 
first railway lines in Ghana were access routes to the resource heartlands where cocoa, 
timber and minerals abound.  
The resultant effect is that despite political independence, a new form of neo-colonialism, 
mainly in the economic sphere persists. Ghana is therefore economically marginalized 
and an insignificant player in the world economy despite its resources. 
 
3.1.2 Demographics 
The 2010 Population and Housing Census of Ghana estimated the country’s population 
at 24,658,823 persons. There are 95 men for every 100 women; life expectancy at birth 
was 62.7 years, and total fertility rate of 3.28. The percentage of persons living in urban 
areas was 50.9% while 74.1% of the population 11 years and above was literate (either in 
English, a Ghanaian language, or French). Further, 71.2% of the population are 
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Christians, 17.6% are Muslims, 5.2% are Traditionalist while 5.3% have no religious 
affiliation1 According to estimates for the year 2015, the population is youthful, estimated 
at 27.4 million persons, thirty-nine percent (39%) of which are below the age of 15years, 
and three percent (3%) above 65 years. The dependency ratio is 73.2  
 
3.1.3 Economy, Income and Poverty 
In 2010, Ghana re-based its economy. This moved it from a lower income to a lower-
middle income status. Its GDP for 2015 at current United States Dollars was estimated at 
$37.05 billion and Per Capita GDP of US$ 1,339.00. The service sector is the largest 
contributor to the economy. In the year 2015, it contributed 54.4% of total GDP and 
57.7% of Non-Oil GDP. In the same year, agriculture made up 20.3% of Total GDP and 
21.5% of Non-Oil GDP. The Industrial sector contributed 25.3% of Total GDP and 20.8% 
of Non-Oil GDP. 3 Ghana’s main exports includes gold, petroleum, cocoa, timber, tuna, 
bauxite, aluminium, manganese and diamonds.  
The absolute poverty line in dollar terms is estimated at $1.83 per day while the extreme 
poverty line was pegged at $1.10 per day. Using the 2012/13 population estimates of 25.8 
million, about 6.4 million people, representing 24.8% of the population are estimated as 
poor. This represents a marked improvement from the 2005/2006 estimates of 51.7%. 
The extreme poor, defined as a portion of the population who cannot afford to meet their 
basic nutritional requirement even if they devote their entire consumption basket to food, 
makes up 2.2 million, representing 8.4% of the 2012/2013 population estimates.4  
 
3.1.4 Inequality 
The Gini-coefficient, which is a measure of inequality slightly worsened from .419 in 
2005/2006 to .423 in 2012/2013.5 Meanwhile, between 2008 and 2013, Ghana 
experienced an average economic growth rate of 8.6%. In 2011, it attained a record 
growth rate of 14%.6 This reignited the debate of whether economic growth directly 
translates into reducing inequality. The growth was mainly propelled by capital intensive 
financial services, telecommunication and petroleum sector. This partly explains why the 
wealth generated was not evenly spread.  
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3.1.5 Human Development 
Ghana is ranked as a medium human development country. From an initial index of 0.423 
in 1980, its index in 2014 is 0.579, which marks an improvement of 0.16 (37%) over the 
period. The main contributor for progress is an improved ‘mean years of schooling’. The 
implementation of a Free Compulsory Universal Basic Education Policy since the year 
2000 largely explains this progress. 
 
Fig 4: Trend of Human Development of Ghana and selected African countries. Source: UNDP 2014 
 
3.1.6 Labour and Employment Structure 
The 2010 Population Census of Ghana shows that out of the total estimated population of 
24,658,823, the population of persons 15years of age and above was estimated at 
15,208,425 persons. Out of this figure, 7,225,901 (constituting 47.51%) were male while 
7,982,524 (constituting 52.49%) were female. This is consistent with the sex distribution 
of the population. Estimates suggests that Ghana has a high employment rate of 96%.7  
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Sectors of Employment 
The 2010 Census shows that 41.47% of the Economically Active Population (EAP) aged 
15 years and older are Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery Workers. About 18.91% are 
engaged in wholesale and retail work, while 10.84% are engaged in Manufacturing. Table 
1 shows further details.  
Table 1: Economically Active Population 15 years and older by Industry 
Source: Ghana Statistical Service (2012), Population and Housing Census, 2010 (pp 75) 
 
 
Employment Status 
Further, the 2010 Census shows that 64.8% of the EAP are self-employed (with or without 
employees), 18.2% are employees, 11.5% contributing family worker, and 2% are 
engaged in Apprenticeship. Table 2 shows further details.   
Industry 
Percentage 
(%) Number 
Agriculture forestry and fishing 41.47 4,345,723 
Mining and quarrying 1.10 115,394 
Manufacturing 10.84 1,135,612 
Electricity gas stream and air conditioning supply 0.15 16,237 
Water supply; sewage waste management and remediation 
activities 0.24 24,996 
Construction 3.07 321,360 
Wholesale and retail; repair of motor vehicles and 
motorcycles 18.91 1,981,290 
Transportation and storage 3.54 371,461 
Accommodation and food services activities 5.48 574,671 
Information and Communication 0.42 43,600 
Financial and insurance activities 0.69 72,666 
Real estate activities 0.04 4,562 
Professional scientific and technical activities 0.92 96,223 
Administrative and support service activities 0.65 68,218 
Public administration and defence; compulsory social 
security 1.47 154,559 
Education 3.91 409,694 
Human health and social work activities 1.20 125,254 
Arts entertainment and recreation 0.55 57,997 
Other service activities 4.55 476,722 
Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated 
goods- and –services –producing activities of households 
for own use 0.77 80,287 
Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies 0.3 2,959 
Total = 100 10,479,485 
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Table 2: Economically Active Population 15 years and older by Employment Status 
Source: Ghana Statistical Service (2012), Population and Housing Census, 2010 (pp78) 
 
The data further shows that about 4.9% of the EAP 15 years and older are engaged in 
activities that are in a transition stage into formalization. This percentage of persons are 
petty managers who are self-employed but also with employees under them. However, 
the percentage of self-employed workers (60%), usually engaged in activities of survival 
is revealing. It gives an indication about the informal nature of the economy. It is therefore 
not surprising that 86.10% of this same population are engaged in the Private informal 
sector of the economy (See Table 3).  
  
Employment Sectors 
The Private Sector is estimated to about 93.1% of the EAP 15 years and older. Out of this, 
the Private Formal employs 7.0% and the remaining 86.1 is in the Private Informal. The 
Public Sector accounts for 6.3%, Semi-Public/ Parastatal (0.1%), and Non-Governmental 
Organizations (0.5).  See Table 3 for details.  
Table 3: Economically Active Population 15 years and older by Employment Sector 
 Employment Sector Percent (%) Number 
Other International Organisations 0.05 4,840 
NGOs (Local and International) 0.51 53,152 
Semi-Public/ Parastatal 0.14 14,207 
Private Informal 86.10 9,022,892 
Private Formal 6.95 728,510 
Public Government 6.26 655,884 
Total =  100 10,479,485 
Source: Ghana Statistical Service (2012), Population and Housing Census, 2010 (pp79) 
 
Employment Status Percent (%) Number 
Employee 18.2 1,904,039 
Self-employed without employee(s) 60.0 6,282,509 
Self-employed with employee(s) 4.9 509,061 
Casual Worker 2.0 210,087 
Contributing Family Worker 11.5 1,206,035 
Apprentice 2.7 282,618 
Domestic Employee (House help) 0.6 66,570 
Other 0.2 17,666 
Total = 100 10,479,485 
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The nature of a country’s economy and employment structure effects the manner in which 
workers can be organised. Organising workers in the informal sector is usually not 
lucrative for Trade Unions. This is because of the traditional over-reliance on collection 
of monthly membership subscriptions. In the informal sector, people do not often earn 
predictable and stable wages. This complicates the collection of subscriptions.  On the 
other hand, persons engaged in informal work may not appreciate the importance of 
unionising and for that matter, payment of subscriptions. They may often be so 
preoccupied with survival and therefore prefer to be masters of their own destiny, 
although they may sometimes form Associations.  
This situation is not any different from what pertains in the Trade Union Movement in 
Ghana. Until 2015, informal workers where not organised by Trade Unions. They are the 
newest affiliate of the TUC. Their paid up membership is among the least of the affiliates 
of the TUC. The Trades Union Congress (TUC) of Ghana has however taken this bold 
move to organise Informal Workers as a Union. However, some more efforts has should 
be made because of the yet large potential membership that the Informal sector possesses. 
In this regard, Trade Union education and innovate organising is key to success. 
Unionisation of the informal sector is very important because collaboration among 
workers, whether in the formal or informal sectors will help build a united front to solve 
the challenges associated with the negative effects of neo-liberal capitalism on labour.  
One problem of Trade Unions in Africa countries is that they make up a small percentage 
of the labour force. This is not different from the case of Ghana. This challenges stems 
mainly from the dualist nature of such economies. In this situation, a few are engaged in 
formal work while a huge portion of the labour force are preoccupied with survival. The 
labour of this informal sector is often underemployed and relatively less productive. 
 
3.1.7 Ghana and the World 
Politically, Ghana has a unicameral legislature and practices a mixed system of 
Presidential and Parliamentary democracy. It has all the basic elements of a democracy.8 
It is at peace with its neighbours and a strong advocate of Pan-Africanism and South-
South Cooperation. It is a founding member of the Non-Aligned Movement, The Africa 
Union (AU), and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS).  
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The Global economy consists of a network of players pursuing their various interests. 
Situating Ghana within the global economic system will help us understand the situation 
of the country as a constituent member of the global periphery. Structurally, its peripheral 
characteristics relegates it into a systemic syndrome of foreign exchange and budgetary 
gaps, an unending challenge which it constantly struggles to address but in futility.  
Ghana’s contribution to world trade is mainly in the form of raw materials and semi-
finished products that have low value addition, while its imports are mainly high value 
added products. It is interesting to note that although Ghana exports crude petroleum and 
gold, it also imports refined petroleum products and gold. It also imports other high value 
addition products such as industrial machines, household appliances, gadgets, 
automobiles, industrial machines/ implements, and pharmaceutical products. This 
situation affects its possibilities at job creation, wage levels and social protection for the 
vulnerable in society, with the resultant effect being that although it is a constituent 
member of the global system, it is not really in charge of its affairs. The periphery status 
of the country trickles down to the leverage that Ghanaian entities such as Trade Unions 
possess within the global system.  
Ghanaian companies are absent from the landscape of Trans-National Corporations, 
TNCs, known to be deeply involved in the global creation and accumulation of wealth). 
It is also more of a receiver than a giver of foreign direct investments (FDIs).9 It has active 
civil society organizations (CSOs) such as religious groups, trade unions, professional 
associations, political parties, and student movements. Their activities are reinforced by 
a largely independent media landscape. Consumer protection is a challenge in Ghana due 
to low enforceability of regulations.  
Although Ghana has all the attributes of a state, its periphery status weakens its ability to 
assert itself within the global governance arrangements. Its laws prevent Trade Unions 
from engaging in active partisan politics. This notwithstanding, there is a fertile ground 
for them to form strategic alliances with like-minded institutions to champion the rights 
of workers, both locally and internationally.  
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3.2 The Trade Union Movement in Ghana 
The historical development of the Trade Unionism in Ghana will be discussed from the 
angle of its contribution to nation building and democratic development in the country. 
The discussion will follow chronologically along the path of Ghana’s history. Later in 
this session, issues such as the participation of excluded social groups (women and youth) 
in Trade Union activities and policy responses will be analysed. The session will end with 
a brief description of the current structure of the Trade Union Congress (TUC) of Ghana.  
 
3.2.1 The History and Democratic Path of the TUC-Ghana 
Ghana practices a tripartite system of Industrial Relations that is generally harmonious. 
Organised Labour, Employers and Government makes up the tripartite system. Because 
of its history, successive Governments in the 4th Republic are not antagonistic towards 
Unions, rather, they court friendship with them. The Trades Union Congress of Ghana 
dominates organized Labour. Stakeholders respect Trade Unions despite the weakness of 
some of them. The Ghana Employers Association (GEA), formed in 1959, largely 
organises Employers.  
Trade Unions have been major catalysts of the last wave of democratization that 
commenced in Africa in the late 1980s. Their role in the independence struggle in 
countries such as Ghana, South Africa, Algeria and Nigeria needs mention. Jon Kraus et. 
al, explores the impact of Trade Unions on the democratization process in Africa using 
studies conducted in Ghana, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Zambia, Senegal, Niger 
and Nigeria. They observe that Trade Unions could play a more prominent role in 
democratic transition than in its consolidation and further assert that “it was organised 
workers, students, and the urban crowd in most African states that precipitated the 
political protests and democratisation”.10  
The push towards democratisation is very important, in that democracy was regarded as 
the most suitable system of governance that guarantees the existence of Trade Unions. 
However, experiences in some countries such as Ghana (during its Second Republican 
Government when the Government unleashed market forces on trade Unions in order to 
bust them) has partially dented this assumption. Despite this setback, democracy can still 
offer a congenial atmosphere for Trade Union activism.  
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Logistical support received by some Trade Unions in Africa from their counterparts in 
the Global North was very instrumental in their demand for local political autonomy and 
their push for democratization during this period.11 It is also important to note that the 
wide network of members possessed by Trade Unions and their strategic locations at the 
economic and political nerve centres of a country, afforded them the necessary clouts to 
press home their interest, be it during authoritarian or democratic regimes. There seem to 
be a relationship between the level of internal democracy of Unions and their ability to 
mount pressure for democratization in a country. Kraus, points out that the greater the 
internal democracy and autonomy, the greater the chance of Trade Unions mounting 
enough political pressure and push for democracy outside.12   
The Trade Union Movement in Ghana have played a critical role in democratic 
participation. They have participated in governance process by offering policy 
alternatives. For instance, they have monitored and made inputs into Bills brought before 
Parliament. In 2014, they were instrumental in the call for a National Economic Forum, 
meant to offer policy alternatives to help address the nation’s economic challenges. The 
‘Senchi Consensus’ is the name of the platform and emerging resolutions.13  
Further, Kraus argues that when Trade Unions contend with autocratic regimes on their 
autonomy and rights and they succeed, it translates into an extension of the frontiers of 
legal and civil rights of citizens. To this end, he continues that Trade Unions raise the cost 
of repression and therefore push such autocratic regimes to return to democracy.14 
Ghana’s Trade Union history predates its independence. Ghana has a history of Workers’ 
Communal Groups and Cooperatives that among others, provides support to its members 
and defend their working rights. The early 1900s saw the emergence of Craft Based 
Unions in the Gold Coast that has a long existence of Artisans such as Blacksmiths, 
Weavers, Masons, Pot Makers, and Carpenters. During the colonial era, the relationship 
between workers and their employers was one of master-servant. The colonial employers 
mainly adopted the payment of low wages so that they could continually hold the 
allegiance of workers who they knew could not survive on those wages but had to return 
to work the following day in order to make ends meet.15   
The advent of Trade Unions in the then Gold Coast is traceable to the mid-1920s. For 
instance, the Government School Teachers Union (GSTU), founded in 1925, the Motor 
Drivers Association in 1928, and the Carpenters’ Association founded in 1929.16 Their 
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main strategy was the use of protests. The independence struggle grew in the 1940s. 
Subsequently, the United Gold Coast Convention (UGCC), formed in 1947 as the first 
political party. After breaking away from the UGCC, Kwame Nkrumah founded the 
Convention Peoples Party (CPP) in 1949 and led the independence struggle. 
The British Colonial Government permitted the creation of the Department of Labour in 
1938, the passage of the Trade Union Ordinance (CAP 91) in 1941, and finally the 
establishment of the Trade Union Congress of the Gold Coast, in 1945.17  This was amidst 
a period that saw an alternation of power among Labour, National and Coalition 
governments that spanned the late 1920s until the end of the Second World War. It could 
be deduced that this change in policy was partially to avoid the proliferation of Trade 
Unions that could be ideologically at variance to the British Colonial Government. It was 
therefore an attempt at influencing their evolution. The Trades Union Congress of Ghana 
received some technical assistance from comrades from Britain and therefore had some 
similarities in structure with the British Trade Unions.  
The Trades Union Congress of the Gold Coast was formed by 14 affiliate Unions, all with 
a total membership of 6,030.18 Notable among them was the Mineworkers Union founded 
in 1944 and the Railway Workers Union. The strategic importance of these Unions and 
their early emergence on the Industrial Relations scene can be explained by the colonial 
exploitative policy in the Gold Coast. This is because the Gold Coast was a colony for 
the exploitation of natural resources such as gold, bauxite, manganese and timber. These 
resources needed to be transported to the coastal ports and later ferried to the United 
Kingdom. The importance of railways and mining and the early development of Trade 
Unions in these sectors is therefore understandable. 
The Trade Union movement played a strategic role in the independence struggle. They 
participated massively in the boycotts and strike actions that were called by the liberation 
leadership headed by Kwame Nkrumah. One of such was the ‘Positive Action’ in 1950. 
It was Nkrumah’s version of non-violence resistance to the oppressive British rule at that 
time. This action was precipitated by series of grievances that included the cold blood 
killing of ex-service men who marched on 28th February 1948 to the seat of colonial 
government to demand their rights. 
Nkrumah’s idea of governance was rooted in Social democracy. As a result, he believed 
in a close relationship of the Trade Union Movement with the Government. According to 
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him, the Workers Movement was to be like-minded with the government so that they can 
continually fight external aggression and attain the ultimate aim of economic 
emancipation. He therefore adopted the corporatist strategy, which involves a high level 
of State influence in the creation and decision making process of Trade Unions. 
This relationship was not built on mere rhetoric; rather, it was kept alive through action. 
Nkrumah built and gifted to the Trades Union Congress its six-storey headquarters as a 
recognition of their support. There was massive job creation and the expansion of the 
Public Sector and by extension, wage workers. The passage of the Industrial Relations 
Act of 1958 which deepened collective bargaining rights was another example. 
Nkrumah’s tenure in office saw the growth of the wage sector. According to Kraus, the 
wage sector was estimated at around 20% of the labour force accompanied by a union 
membership of about 320,000 in 1961.19 Nkrumah’s politics was based on Workers 
interest and during his leadership Ghana ratified 34 out of 47 ILO Conventions between 
1957 up until 24th February, 1966 when he was overthrown in a Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) inspired military coup de tat.20 
The military junta that overthrow Nkrumah later handed over to a democratically elected 
government in 1969. The new Government of the second republic was headed by the 
Oxford trained Dr. Kofi Abrifa Busia as Prime Minister under a British Westminster 
Parliamentary style of Government. In its dealing with the Trade Union Movement, his 
government adopted a market strategy. It emphasised free market and a restrictive labour 
policy, meant to weaken the Trade Union Movement. It is believed that this strategy was 
adopted to weaken the remnants of Nkrumah’s support base in the Public and Civil 
Service. Busia’s government engaged in laying off workers and trimming the size of the 
Public Service. This negatively affected Trade Union membership. The infamous ‘Apollo 
569’, an affectionate term for the controversy that surrounded the dismissal of some 569 
Public Servants and the refusal by the Busia Government to re-instate them after a Court 
Order, led to a fall out between the Trade Unions and his Government. To make matters 
worse, he repealed the Industrial Relations Act of 1958 in order to withdraw the legal 
basis of Trade Unions and their actions. This helped to create the impression that not all 
democratic Government will be labour friendly and the Trade Union Movement is not 
automatically guaranteed freedom of operation under democracies. Busia’s government 
became unpopular and was later overthrown by the military in 1972.  
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The new junta, The National Liberation Council (NLC) also sought to be corporatist in 
their strategy by restoring the Industrial Relations Act (IRA), and nationalizing some 
industries, which led to an increase in Trade Union membership. It implemented a 
Nationalist strategy of ‘Operation Feed Yourself’ and ‘Operation Feed Your Industries’. 
This strategy required Ghanaians and Ghanaian Industries to feed on local food and local 
raw materials. He further implemented a Debt repudiation policy by calling a bluff of the 
International Financial Institutions and Ghana’s creditors of loans and their interest 
payments that he believed were entered into by the previous Government under corrupt 
and shady circumstances against the national interest of Ghana. The Trade Union 
Movement developed some confidence in the NLC Military regime, but the economic 
hardships of the late 1970s made the NLC, which had metamorphosed into the Supreme 
Military Council (SMC I) unpopular. Like all others before, it was finally overthrown in 
a palace coup in 1978 by some elements of the military who later ruled under the name, 
Supreme Military Council (SMC II). Characteristic of its periphery status, this economic 
challenge resulted from falling prices of exports (of raw materials, especially cocoa, gold 
and timber) and the resultant challenge of debt servicing  
The SMC II, like its predecessor, faced similar economic hardships. These hardships led 
to a fall in real wages. Similar to the fate of its predecessor, it was overthrown by another 
group of junior military officers who were outraged by the level of hardship and 
corruption in the country and especially in the military. Flight Lieutenant Jerry John 
Rawlings, who had a political maxim of probity and accountability and an agenda of 
political ‘house cleaning’, led the military coup de tat that took place in 1979. The new 
junta was referred to as the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC).  
The takeover of the AFRC was at a period when elections were about to be held in the 
same year. However, Rawlings allowed the elections to take place and after handing over 
to the Peoples National Party (PNP) headed by Dr. Hilla Liman, he briefly retreated from 
the political landscape. The economic challenges of the country did not vanish during the 
Liman Government. In the midst of a power play between party leaders and the Members 
of parliament of the ruling Government, Rawlings re-emerged on 31st December, 1981.  
Provisional National Defence Council (PNDC) was the new name of the government of 
Rawlings. He adopted a different style of radical grass-root politics, by establishing the 
Peoples Defence Councils (PDCs) and the Workers Defence Committees (WDCs). The 
PNDC was similarly faced with the same economic challenges of the past. It reluctantly 
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turned to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for economic ‘salvation’. The IMF 
policies were unpopular and brought challenges to the Trade Union Movement, especially 
during the period of implementation of Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs). 
Reduction in membership, privatization and retrenchment of workers were some of the 
actions that brought workers into sharp criticisms of the PNDC Government. The struggle 
between the WDCs and Trade Union representatives as to who legitimately represents the 
interest of Workers deepened this conflict.  
The TUC emerged strongly after its reorganisation Congress of 1983. Its moral effrontery 
to call for a return to democracy was boosted. However, it still had to struggle with the 
military government of Rawlings, who at that time was averse of criticisms he believed 
had an end objective to mobilize against his government. The TUC therefore had to 
struggle with the government and the WDCs until the return to democracy in 1992.  
In 1992, multi-party elections were held in Ghana for the first time in more than a decade 
to elect a President and Members of Parliament on 3rd November and 29th December, 
respectively. On 7th January, 1993, the new Constitution that had been earlier approved 
at a referendum on 28th April, 1992 came into force to usher in the 4th Republic of Ghana’s 
democratic dispensation. Since then, the Trade Union Movement has grown stronger and 
with a new consolidated Labour Law in 2003.  
Currently, the Trade Union Congress (TUC) dominates Organised Labour. It has an 
estimated membership strength of 350,000 from 18 affiliates, spread across all sectors of 
the economy.21 Another centre, the Ghana Federation of Labour, exists with an estimated 
membership of 50,000. There are some Professional Associations and Trade Unions who 
do not affiliate with any of these two national centres.  
The TUC-Ghana has affiliate in the Agriculture, Mines, Public Services, Maritime, 
Construction, Timber, Railways, Transportation, Petroleum, Education, 
Communications, Health, Industry, Commerce and Financial Sectors of the economy. 
Since 2015, it has organized members from the informal sectors such as Musicians, 
Actors and Traders under the Union of Informal Workers Association (UNIWA).  
In no order of preference, the following nineteen Unions make up the TUC–Ghana:   
1. General Agricultural Workers' Union (GAWU) 
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2. Ghana Mine Workers' Union (GMWU) 
3. Public Services Workers' Union (PSWU) 
4. Maritime and Dock-workers' Union (MDU) 
5. Construction and Building Workers' Union (CBWU) 
6. Timber and Wood-workers' Union (TWU) 
7. Railway Workers' Union (RWU) 
8. Public Utility Workers' Union (PUWU) 
9. General Transport, Petroleum and Chemical Workers' Union (GTPCWU) 
10. Teachers and Educational Workers' Union (TEWU) 
11. Railway Engine-men's Union (REU) 
12. Communications Workers' Union (CWU) 
13. Local Government Workers' Union (LGWU)  
14. National Union of Seamen (NUS) 
15. Health Services Workers' Union (HSWU) 
16. Ghana Private Road Transport Union (GPRTU)  
17. Union of Industry, Commerce & Finance Workers' (UNICOF) 
18. Federation of Universities Snr. Staff Association of Ghana ( FUSSAG) 
19. Union of Informal Workers Associations (UNIWA) 
 
3.2.2 Under representation of Youth and Women: The Policy Responses 
Despite the glorious history of the Trades Union Movement in Ghana, it has struggled to 
improve gender representation. This is because the top level leadership is usually a 
reflection of the grass-root representation that is often skewed towards men. In traditional 
Ghanaian setting, the multiple Gender roles of women as workers and mothers, 
responsible for home care and the entire members of the family puts them in a difficult 
position to participate in ‘extra-curricular’ workplace routines.  
However, the TUC has adopted a policy of affirmative action to partly address this 
challenge. In the policy, at least one out of the seven leadership positions on all decision 
making structures are reserved solely for women. It has also adopted capacity building of 
potential women leaders to prepare them for future leadership positions, and also pushed 
for national policies that will encourage the participation of women in the decision 
making process at the workplace. This includes gender pay parity and paid maternity 
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leave. Akua Biritwum acknowledges that the solution to gender disparity in Trade Union 
leadership in Ghana cannot be blamed solely on the TUC, rather, it stems from a cultural 
deficiency of patriarchy. She however opines that education and sensitization of Trade 
Union members and society is key for success. 22  
The adopted neo-liberal economic policies of the SAPs of the 1980s affected Trade Union 
membership in Ghana. Despite some modest economic improvements over the years, 
youth employment in the formal sector is a challenge. This has reflected in their low 
membership and participation in Trade Unions. In Ghana, Youth is defined as persons 
between 18 to 35 years of age. They are vulnerable in the labour market because of the 
policy of last in, first out in redundancy clauses. Their low labour market participation 
and the growth in the average age of a Trade Union member is a concern for the 
sustainability of Trade Union activism and defence of rights, won over the years.  
However, the Trades Union Congress of Ghana acknowledges this challenge. 
Consequently, it has spearheaded efforts at addressing the problem through capacity 
building of Young Trade Union Activists and affirmative action policy for Youth 
representation on the structures of the TUC, and by extension, its affiliates.   
Conclusions drawn from the discussion is that the higher the levels of internal democracy 
in Trade Union, the stronger their moral authority. The situation in Ghana in the period 
before the return to democracy in 1992 is a case in point. It was realised that the persistent 
economic challenges of the country since independence is due to its periphery status. 
Despite efforts at addressing challenges that emerge, the cycle of economic challenges 
persists. Further, the Trade Union Movement in Ghana seem very much aware of some 
of the contemporary challenges to Trade Unionism. They have therefore adopted 
measures to avert them. However, it is early days yet to measure the efficacy of the 
adopted measures. 
 
3.2.3 The Structure of the Trades Union Congress (TUC) of Ghana 
The Trades Union Congress of Ghana has a hierarchical power structure which begins 
from the local level, through to Congress (its highest decision making body). Because it 
is affiliated by Unions, it has no direct membership of its own. Rather, its members are 
automatically drawn from its affiliates. It also has staff who report to Technical/ 
Specialised Heads of Department at the Secretariat. The Secretariat is headed by the 
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Secretary General (SG) as its Chief Executive. The SG is assisted by a Deputy Secretary 
General who directly supervises the work of the Heads of Department.  
At the lowest level of decision making is the District Councils of Labour. It is made up 
of the Branch (local area) representatives of the affiliates of the TUC. The next level is 
the Regional Councils. This is followed by the Executive Committee (comprise of the 
five elected National Officers; Chairperson, 1st Vice Chairperson, 2nd Vice Chairperson, 
Secretary General and Deputy Secretary General). The Steering Committee is the next 
body. It is made up of the Executive Committee and all the General Secretaries of its 
affiliates. The next structure is the Executive Board/ General Council. It is made up of 
the Executive Committee and all National Chairpersons and General Secretaries of its 
affiliates. At the apex is the Congress, held once every four years except for emergencies. 
The membership of Congress is drawn from all affiliates based on their paid up strength.  
There are eight (8) specialised departments, meant to aid the smooth running of the 
Secretariat. They are Administration and Legal, Finance, International Affairs, Public 
Affairs, Education and Training, Research, Organisation, and Industrial Relations.   
 
 
Political Structures of the TUC - Ghana 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5: Political Structure of the TUC – Ghana 
Delegates Congress 
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3.3 South-South Trade Union Cooperation involving the TUC – Ghana 
This session discusses the TUC policy on South-South Trade Union Cooperation. It 
further investigates the specific instances of South-South Trade Union Cooperation and 
Solidarity that the TUC is engaged in. The TUC policy will be briefly analysed within the 
scope provided at the concluding session of the previous chapter.  
 
3.3.1 TUC Policy on International Trade Union Solidarity and Cooperation 
In recognition of the challenges confronting Trade Unions at the international level, 
national level, workplace level, human development and democracy, the TUC adopted a 
four-year policy to guide its operations within the quadrennial (2012-2016). The Policy 
covers a wide range of issues such as employment, incomes, labour relations, workers’ 
education, training and organising, internal democracy, youth and international 
relations.23 
Despite the absence of an explicit mention of South-South Cooperation in its policies, the 
TUC-Ghana recognises International Relations as an important part of trade union work. 
It regards cooperation and solidarity as basic tenets of Trade Unions that are a sine qua 
non to their survival. Further, it acknowledges the tremendous benefit that has accrued to 
it as a result of its maintenance of relations with other organisations outside Ghana. This 
includes support for capacity building programmes of its members and leadership. 
Notable among such support are those for Youth and Women training programmes.  
The TUC is affiliated to the Organisation of Trade Unions of West Africa (OTUWA), 
Organisation of Africa Trade Union Unity (OATUU), and International Trade Union 
Confederation (ITUC)-Africa. Some of its affiliates also affiliates to other Global Union 
Federations (GUF) such as the Public Services International (PSI), Building and Wood 
Workers International (BWI), and United Network International (UNI).24 
It maintains bilateral relations with other Trade Unions. Those in Africa include the 
Congress of South Africa Trade Unions (COSATU) in South Africa, and the Nigeria 
Labour Congress (NLC) of Nigeria. Those outside Africa include LO/FTF of Denmark, 
Trade Union and Solidarity Centre (SASK) of Finland, FNV of Netherlands, LO Norway 
and the Canadian Labour Congress (CLC). It also has strong relations with international 
foundations such as the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES) and the Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung 
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(RLS) of Germany. It belongs to some Global Networks such as the African Labour 
Research Network (ALRN), and the African Labour Educators’ Network (ALEN).25  
Specifically, its objectives on International Relations, International Solidarity and the 
respective strategies to attain them are shown in Tables (2), (3) and (4).26 
 
Table 4: TUC Policy on International Relations 
Objective Strategies 
1.  A more united 
African trade union 
movement at both 
international and 
sub-regional level
1. Encourage collaboration between ITUC-Africa and 
OATUU on projects and programmes as well as the 
development of common policies on trade union 
issues towards a merger in the near future. 
2. Ensure that TUC pays its affiliation fees regularly 
and punctually; 
3. Participate in international activities that promote 
international trade union solidarity for the defence of 
workers and human rights and for the application of 
international Labour Standards; 
2.  Stronger bilateral 
relations with trade 
unions in the Sub-
Saharan African 
Region 
 
4. Collaborate with trade unions in the sub-region on 
international trade and related issues and to develop 
joint appropriate trade union responses; 
5. Provide capacity building support for weaker trade 
unions in the sub-region. 
6. Adopt a common position on ILO agenda with the 
social partners in Ghana. 
3.  Stronger relations 
with other trade 
unions and trade 
union-linked 
organizations in 
Europe, North and 
South America, 
Asia, and others. 
7. Initiate exchange programmes with our partners to 
strengthen bilateral relations; 
8. Collaborate with our partners to facilitate 
links/exchanges between national unions and their 
counterparts in partner countries; 
9. Identify and establish new relations with other trade 
unions in Europe, North and South America and 
Asia 
10. Ensure that the financial support received from our 
partners are used efficiently and effectively to foster 
a stronger partnership; 
4.  More effective 
participation in 
international 
networks. 
11. Participate effectively in international networks 
12. Update affiliates and their members on international 
labour issues regularly including the use of the TUC 
website. 
13. Campaign for the ratification of relevant ILO 
conventions. 
Source: TUC Policy (2012-2016) 
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Table 5: TUC Policy on International Solidarity 
Objective Strategies 
1.  Strengthen 
cooperation and 
solidarity with 
international trade 
union organizations 
and solidarity 
support 
organisations 
1. Work closely with OATUU and ITUC-Africa 
toward reviving and strengthening OTUWA. 
2. Strengthen cooperation with our international 
partners including our trilateral partners and 
solidarity support organisations.  
3. Identify new partners in Africa and beyond. 
Source: TUC Policy (2012-2016) 
 
Table 6: TUC Policy on Labour Relations and Social Dialogue (International 
Aspects) 
Objective Strategies 
1.  Strengthen trade 
union solidarity at 
the national and 
international levels. 
1. Strengthen collaboration with other trade unions in 
other countries. 
2. Strengthen collaboration with international trade 
union organizations. 
3. Review TUC affiliation to international trade union 
organizations.  
4. Encourage and strengthen Member Unions to 
participate effectively in Global Union Federations 
(GUFs). 
Source: TUC Policy (2012-2016) 
 
These specific aspects of the TUC Policy serve as a guide for effective participation of 
the TUC-Ghana in Regional Trade Union Organizations towards the promotion of Trade 
Union Solidarity and the defence of the rights of workers. It also seeks to help build 
stronger trade unions in the sub-region through experience sharing and support. To 
achieve these, the TUC-Ghana seeks to build stronger bilateral and multilateral relations 
and participation in international Trade Union institutions and networks.  
The policies of the TUC on Cooperation and Trade Union Solidarity do not deviate from 
the scope provided in the concluding part of the previous chapter. Its understanding of 
solidarity is one based on “unity of the working class”, “shared interest, objectives and 
values”, “Touch one touch all”.27 This understanding is related to Van W. Oorschot’s 
definition of solidarity as a “positive sense of shared fate”. It also has elements of Marxian 
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concept of solidarity pioneered by Marx himself and other followers like Eduard 
Bernstein and Max Adler. These are in line with traditional African concepts of solidarity. 
Its policies related to South-South Cooperation are also similar to the Points for 
Successful SSC Mechanisms, developed in the previous chapter. The TUC is concerned 
about financing for mechanisms and making judicious use of external support. It is 
concerned about human resource to oversee actions, it has an administrative policy and 
some level of institutional commitment. It is interested in the development and 
maintenance of interactive networks, it is ready to initiate and lead mechanisms within 
the sub-region, and further interested in knowledge sharing for development. Finally, it 
is concerned about its viability as a well-organised Trade Union centre.  
The International Department is focal to the work of the TUC since 1957. This was 
because of Ghana’s unique role in Pan-Africanism and the liberation struggle across the 
continent. After independence, it was key to Kwame Nkrumah’s ideal of a United Africa. 
With support from the first President of Ghana, the TUC-Ghana was keen in establishing 
relations with workers of other countries. Issues related to South-South Cooperation has 
therefore been of significant concern to it since its creation.  
 
3.3.2 The TUC-COSATU-NLC Trilateral Cooperation 
As part of its long-standing belief in South-South Cooperation as a building bloc of global 
Trade Union Solidarity, the TUC-Ghana has engaged in a Trilateral Cooperation 
mechanism that includes the Congress of South Africa Trade Unions (COSATU) and the 
Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC). The trilateral is aimed at deepening the solidarity that 
exists among them towards larger and progressive goals in Africa and beyond.   
Ghana has substantial socio-economic relations with Nigeria and also with South Africa. 
They are all former British colonies and therefore have a common official language being 
English. Nigeria is Ghana’s West Africa neighbour while South Africa is an African 
neighbour. It is estimated that about 10 percent of Ghanaians living abroad are in 
Nigeria.28 About 0.9% of Ghana’s exports are destined to Nigeria while there is an 
insignificant exports to South Africa. On the other hand, about 6.2% and 2.3% of Ghana’s 
imports are from Nigeria and South Africa respectively.29 Ghana is therefore a net 
importer in its trade relations with the two countries.  
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Origins of ‘the Trilateral Cooperation’ 
The three Trade Union centres have played very important roles in the Liberation 
struggles of their respective countries. In the case of TUC-Ghana and the NLC, the 
struggle against colonialism, while that of COSATU was against apartheid. The leaders 
of these organisations have maintained some form of contacts with each other over the 
years, especially, during international conferences. These contacts were however not 
formalised. Under the auspices of the Commonwealth Trade Union Council training 
programmes in the 1980s, contacts were deepened among Anglophone Trade Unions of 
West Africa, (this includes the NLC and TUC-Ghana). Meanwhile, both Organisations 
were also developing separate bilateral relations with COSATU.30  
In January 2000, the NLC hosted its first bilateral with COSATU, and in 2002 hosted 
another with its West Africa neighbour, the TUC-Ghana. COSATU returned the gesture 
and hosted a retuned bilateral with the NLC in 2002. The TUC then returned the gesture 
to the NLC and hosted a bilateral with the NLC in 2003. Its focus was on peace, 
democracy and development.31 
Meanwhile, contacts were not only maintained at the level of the Centres. Their affiliate 
Unions were also courting bilateral relations. Noteworthy is that between the Public 
Services Workers Union (PSWU) of the TUC- Ghana and the Amalgamated Union of 
Public Corporations, Civil Service, Technical and Recreational Service Employers 
(AUPCCSTRSE) of the NLC, dating back to the early 1990s. There was also contacts 
between the Ghana Mine Workers Union (GMWU) of the TUC and the National Union 
of Mineworkers (NUM) of COSATU.32 It is worth mentioning that Ghana and South 
Africa are the two largest producers of gold in Africa. This engagement on the mining 
sector stems from the Multi-National interests in both countries as well as the need for 
experience sharing among mineworkers. The first Trilateral was hosted by the TUC-
Ghana in Accra in 2010, under the theme, “Strengthening Trade Union Solidarity in 
Africa”. The seconded was hosted by the NLC in Abuja in 2013. 
 
Nature and Content of Relations 
Issues of concern during the NLC/COSATU bilateral included, but not limited to “the 
state of the international Trade Union Movement, organisational challenges in the new 
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millennium, the informalization of labour and the two federations’ responses to 
organising in the informal economy, the African Union and NEPAD, and HIV/AIDs as a 
challenge for Unionists”.33 The focus of the exchanges between the NLC and TUC-Ghana 
included “internal democracy and organisational strengthening, democracy, peace and 
good governance, decent work and core labour standards, New Economic Partnership for 
African Development (NEPAD) and the African development agenda, trade and 
macroeconomic issues, the HIV/AIDS pandemic and trade Union responses, and 
rebuilding the Organisation of Trade Unions of West Africa (OTUWA).”34  
Because of the rapport established, the three Confederations have participated in the 
Congress of one another since the year 2000 and have solidified their existing relations 
through meetings at the side lines of International Conferences. This has aided the 
development of common positions on issues at the International level.35 Furthermore, the 
“union to union exchanges between affiliates of the three federations have strengthened 
the bonds of solidarity and also facilitated the sharing of union experiences, especially in 
relation to collective bargaining and organising”.36        
The first trilateral conference held in Accra in 2010 focused on broader concerns related 
to the predicament of the continent and challenges confronting its nations, the need for 
continental unity, the need to nurture African institutions and strengthen the African 
Labour Movement. The Conference bemoaned the inability of Trade Unions to fully 
exploit the potentials offered by some regional Institutions such as the African Union 
Labour and Social Affairs Commission (AULSAC), the Economic and Social Council 
(ECOSOC) of the African Union and the African Commission on Human and Peoples 
Rights (ACHPR). Adu-Amankwah Kwasi observes that this sometimes stems from the 
lack of capacity of Trade Unions, and other times, due to the defect in the mechanism for 
their participation.37 For instance, the ECOSOC is such a broad platform for participation 
of Civil Society in the affairs of the African Union. Therefore, issues are not labour-
specific. However, it could offer a good platform for Trade Unions to have a stronger 
influence in broader issues of concern. 
During the 104th Session of the International Labour Conference held in Geneva, 
Switzerland from 1st - 13th June, 2015, members of the trilateral cooperation held a brief 
meeting on 3rd June, 2015. They discussed and agreed on a leadership meeting to be held 
in South Africa in September, 2015. Others issues included the then impending ITUC-
Africa Congress on November of the same year in Senegal.38 
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Consequently, the trilateral meeting in Johannesburg, South Africa was held from 17th – 
18th September 2015 with the theme: “Workers Unity to build a progressive African 
movement for democracy, peace and industrialization”. Issues discussed included the 
need to boost the Industrialization process in Africa to address poverty and inequality, an 
assessment of the State of the Global Trade Union Movement and its challenges, the 
African Political Economy and its impact on the working class, country reports and the 
collaborations among Trade Unions in Africa and beyond. During the meeting, members 
recommitted themselves to deepening collaboration towards the development of a 
progressive Trade Union Movement in Africa and beyond through bringing on board 
other Unions in Africa and beyond to deliberate on issues of broader interests.39  
 
Programme of Action 
Currently, the programme of action of the trilateral cooperation include the following:40  
 Alternative growth and development agenda for Africa’s industrialization. 
 Building a consolidated and progressive Trade Union Movement in Africa 
 Advocacy for micro-economic policy underpinned by Tax Justice, Fair Trade, 
prevention of illicit financial flows.  
 Promotion of peace, justice and regional security.  
 Provide solidarity to actions related to promotion of human and workers’ rights, 
democracy, land and food justice, climate justice, anti-imperialism. 
 Campaign against worker unfriendly policies by Multinational Corporations.  
 Promote the effective transformation of Multi-lateral institutions on the Continent 
and furtherance of the regional integration, good governance and citizens and 
workers’ participation in decision-making agenda.  
To attain the programme of action, the following practical areas were prioritized41:  
 Establishment of a technical team that comprises of the three federations to 
develop a comprehensive micro-economic policy based on their agenda.  
 Deepen linkages among affiliates in the same sector. 
 Coordination of research and policy development. 
 Joint training of personnel 
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The members of the Trilateral have strengths that they can utilize to help other Trade 
Unions of the Global South. They therefore have to translate their national experiences 
into global level actions beyond the trilateral framework.   
 
3.3.3 Some Bilateral Relations 
The TUC – Ghana also engages in bilateral relations with other Trade Unions of the 
Global South. However, such relations are not always fully institutionalised. Through 
contacts with other National federations in Kenya, the TUC-Ghana has participated in a 
number of exchanges that includes capacity building for the efficient management of 
Trade Unions. One of such capacity building programmes that the TUC-Ghana 
participated in was organised at the Tom Mboya Labour College, Kisumu, Kenya from 
29th September to 3rd October, 2014. Participants were drawn from 14 different countries 
across Africa. In addition, the TUC-Ghana participates in the Annual ‘Rain School’ 
organised by the Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC). The purpose of this exercise include 
experience sharing among Trade Unions and building of synergies. 42  
 
3.3.4 Cooperation at the level of Global Union Federations (GUFs) 
The African Public and Civil Service Union Network (APACSUN) is a platform for 
Public and Civil Servants within the Public Services International (PSI). Similar networks 
exist in Europe and Latin America. APACSUN aims at developing working relations and 
experience sharing towards securing public service jobs and deepening workers’ 
representation in decision-making structures in Africa.  
It has sub-regional interactive network, one of which brings together members of the PSI 
in English speaking East and West Africa. This was launched in Nairobi, Kenya on 28th 
May 2014. Its members include PSI Affiliates from Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Sierra Leone 
and Rwanda. The network has a Programme of Action aimed at deepening 
communication among members, fighting corruption and coordinating researches on 
Public Services. APACSUN is at a developing stage. The Public Services Workers Union 
(PSWU) of the TUC-Ghana (an affiliate of the PSI) is an active member of this network. 
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3.4 South-South Trade Union Cooperation within Africa 
This session will discuss the avenues of South-South Trade Union Cooperation within 
Regional Integration Communities in Africa and other Regional Trade Union Bodies on 
the continent. The analysis will help throw more light on the depth of Cooperation among 
Trade Unions at the continental level. It may be curious to find out if the tripartite system, 
practiced at Global level within the framework of the ILO and replicated at the national 
level, is of any relevance at regional and sub-regional levels of governance in Africa.  
 
3.4.1 Regional Integration Communities and Trade Unions 
Africa is the second largest continent in terms of landmass. It is compact and makes up 
about 12.7 percent of the total land area on earth. Put together, the 54 diverse countries 
that make up Africa have a total estimated population of 1.134 billion, constituting 
15.65% of the total estimated world population of 7.244 billion persons.43 Apart from 
Ethiopia44 which was not formally colonised and Liberia which was largely a settlement 
for freed slaves, the entire continent was colonised by different European powers, notably 
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom. Ghana was 
the first Sub-Saharan African country to gain its independence. After that, many other 
African countries gained independence, especially in the 1960s, termed as ‘Africa’s 
decade of independence’.45 
Regional Integration is a form of cooperation among states of geographical proximity that 
entails a coordinated development and assimilation of common institutions, policies and 
regulatory framework. Generally, there are five (5) main levels of Regional Integration: 
Free Trade Area, Customs Union, Common Market, Economic Union, and Political 
Union. In Africa, the main regional body, the Africa Union (AU), has its origins in the 
formation of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) in 1963 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 
The OAU was a compromise solution between supporters of full integration and those 
proposing loosely cooperative states. Later in 2002, it was transformed to the AU with 
new institutions, meant to respond to contemporary global challenges.46 
There are many regional integration communities in Africa. Some are based on shared 
language such as ‘La Francophone’ for French speaking Africa. However, in line with 
the long term strategy of attaining full integration of its member states, the AU recognises 
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the following eight (8) Regional Economic Communities (RECs) as the ‘building blocs’ 
for its vision to attain an African Economic Community (AEC) by the year 2028:  
 
1. CEN-SAD: Community of Sahel-Saharan States 
2. COMESA: Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa 
3. EAC: East African Community 
4. ECCAS: Economic Community of Central African States 
5. ECOWAS: Economic Community of West African States 
6. IGAD: Inter-Governmental Authority on Development 
7. SADC: Southern African Development Community 
8. UMA: Arab Maghreb Union 
 
Most of the RECs are at the stage of development of a Customs Union. When completed, 
their next line of action will be to create a Common Market, which entails the easy 
movement of factors of production such as capital and labour. The easy movement of 
labour is associated with challenges of conflict among workers of different nationalities. 
This calls for deeper cooperation among Trade Unions and the development of solidarity 
among them in their RECs as well as at the continental level. This will be a proactive way 
to help nip in the bud possible challenges associated with the regional integration process.  
Some of the RECs have Trade Union Organisations that represents their sub-region, but 
are not well integrated into its political decision making structures. For instance, the 
Organisation of Trade Unions of West Africa (OTUWA), established in 1986, is a sub-
regional Trade Union Organisation in West Africa. However, it was dormant for some 
time until recently.  
The process for its reactivation began with a sub-regional meeting that was a collaborative 
effort among the Organisation of African Trade Union Unity (OATUU), the International 
Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) – Africa and the Bureau for Worker Activities of the 
Labour Office (ILO/ACTRAV). The meeting was held in Abuja on 20th -21st October, 
2014 with an agenda to re-activate the Organisation of Trade Unions in West Africa 
(OTUWA). Achievement of the meeting included a review and finalization of the Draft 
Constitution of OTUWA and the development of an Action plan for rejuvenating 
OTUWA.47  
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In line with the roadmap of rejuvenating OTUWA, a Congress was subsequently held in 
Abuja from 21st to 24th October, 2015. The congress brought together 100 delegates 
representing Trade Unions from 15 ECOWAS member states. There were also observers 
from sub-regional Trade Union bodies such as SATUCC and EATUC, and Global Union 
Federations. The TUC- Ghana participated keenly in the Congress which saw the election 
of Officers. The OTUWA Secretariat is currently hosted in the Headquarters of the 
Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC).48  
The East Africa Community (EAC) has the East African Trade Union Confederation 
(EATUC) as an organization that seeks the involvement of workers in the affairs of the 
EAC through building a strong tripartite system. It was established in 1988 and currently 
has Trade Union affiliates from all the member states of the EAC (Burundi, Kenya, 
Rwanda, Tanzania, and Uganda). Sadly, it only has an observer status at the EAC.49  
The situation in Southern Africa is similar to East Africa. The Southern Africa Trade 
Union Co-ordination Council (SATUCC) represents Trade Unions within the Southern 
Africa Development Community (SADC). SATUCC was established in 1983 in 
Gaborone, Botswana following the formation of the Southern Africa Development 
Coordination Conference (SADCC) now SADC. SATUCC seeks to influence policy 
within SADC in favour of Workers. It has some recognizable status in SADC and has 
affiliates from 13 member states of SADC, with a total membership of 7 million.50  
Trade Unions in the North Africa sub-region were originally organized under the 
International Confederation of Arab Trade Unions (ICATU) founded in 1956. It organizes 
Trade Unions in the Arab World based on a concept of national unicity. Among others, 
the lack of Trade Union democracy and plurality at the national level contributed to the 
formation of an alternate organisation, the Arab Trade Union Confederation (ATUC) in 
October, 2014 with Trade Unions from 14 countries. Currently, it has members from 18 
‘Arab States’51 with an objective to among others, promote democratic and independent 
Trade Unions in the region and strengthening inter-regional Trade Union Solidarity.52 
Within the RECs, the absence of Institutions for Trade Unions and Labour is surprising 
considering the fact that ECOWAS for instance has the West Africa Health Organisation 
and other specialised agencies in the areas of Youth, Electricity, Agriculture and Finance. 
Why can there not be an institution for Trade Unions, one may ask? Is it because Trade 
Unions have not been interested in it or they have not pushed well enough? Could it be a 
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calculated attempt by the governments of member states to prevent this from happening? 
Further research in this area needs to be undertaken.  
The conclusion drawn from an analysis of the RECs and sub-regional Trade Union 
representation is that there is the lack of formal regimes and structures for South-South 
Trade Union Cooperation within the regional integration arrangements on the continent. 
In cases where they exist, they are only offered observer or consultative status. There is 
therefore no meaningful replication of a tripartite system at the sub-regional and regional 
levels in Africa. The development of such institutions may however come with cost 
implications. With this in mind, Trade Unions should be prepared to engage their RECs 
for sustainable means of funding such mechanisms. In the short term, the main task should 
be towards mainstream participation in the RECs. This will help deepen the integration 
progress and offer more meaning to South-South Trade Union Cooperation which offers 
valuable channels for expressing Trade Union Solidarity.  
 
3.4.2 Regional Trade Union Bodies in Africa 
At the continental level, little opportunity is offered Trade Unions to participate in the 
decision-making structures of the African Union. There are two main regional trade union 
confederations in Africa; the Organization of African Trade Union Unity (OATUU) and 
the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC)-Africa.  
 
a. The Organization of African Trade Union Unity (OATUU) 
The Organization of African Trade Union Unity (OATUU) was established in 1973 in 
Addis Ababa with the support of the Organization of African Unity (OAU). It has about 
70 affiliates across Africa.53 It is headquartered in Accra, Pan-Africanist in orientation 
and also seeks collaboration with other Labour-related partners internationally. It was 
formed through a merger of three regional Trade Union bodies; the All-Africa Trade 
Union Federation (AATUF), the African Trades Union Confederation (ATUC) and the 
Pan African Workers’ Congress.54  
The OATUU was instrumental in the advocacy for debt relief for African countries in the 
late 1990s. It was instrumental in the creation of the African Union Labour and Social 
Affairs Commission. It sought to transform this Commission into a quasi-tripartite 
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platform. With support from China, it has established a Labour College named after 
Kwame Nkrumah to support Trade Union training in Africa. The creation of some level 
of regional Trade Union unicity since 1973 is a major achievement it is proud about.55 
The OATUU provides platform for cooperation among Trade Unions in Africa. Through 
this body, they are able to offer the needed solidarity to their members across the 
continent. Despite its efforts, more needs to be done to achieve participation in the 
governance and decision making body of the African Union. To this end, it should explore 
sustainable funding avenues in order to deepen its effectiveness and independence.  
 
b. The International Trade Union Confederation – Africa (ITUC-Africa) 
The International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC)-Africa is the regional wing of its 
global body the ITUC. It was created in 2007 following a merger of the International 
Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU)-Afro and the Democratic Organization of 
African Workers' Trade Union (DOAWTU). ITUC-Africa has about 100 affiliate Trade 
Union across more than 50 African countries, collectively with a membership of about 
16 million. It is headquartered in Lome, Togo.56  
ITUC-Africa’s main actions is fighting for the working rights of African Workers. It is 
also helping to build trade Union Solidarity and promoting cooperation among Trade 
Unions across the continent, as it links them to other Regional Trade Union Bodies within 
the ITUC Global fraternity. Since 2010, it holds Annual Trade Union New Year School 
for its affiliate members. 
In collaboration with the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES), the ITUC-Africa held a key 
meeting on the Global Governance of Migration in Kenya from 9th – 10th July, 2015. It 
involved participants from 11 Trade Unions that were drawn from 7 African countries 
across the continent.  Key issues discussed included organising migrant workers into 
Trade Unions, need for migration policies at various levels across the continent, labour 
mobility within Africa, strategic partnerships with civil societies and migrants, and 
gender equality. Some of the key outcomes of the meeting including an agreement to 
establish a Trade Union Labour migration network for Africa, a regional action plan on 
migration, research on migration issues for informed decision making, and the 
commitment to organise at least 7000 migrant workers in Africa.57  
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The Human and Trade Union Rights Network of the ITUC-Africa held a meeting for its 
focal persons from 17 countries across Africa. The TUC participated in the programme 
that was held from 27th to 28th July, 2015 in Abuja-Nigeria, with sponsorship from the 
ILO and Trust Africa. The objective of the meeting included a review of the State of 
Human right in Swaziland, Migration, security and Safety in workplaces and 
communities. Other issues included discussion to strengthen Trade Unions so that they 
can deal with illicit financial flows in Africa. An action plan for the conclusion of the 
2015 International Labour Conference was also discussed.58  
ITUC-Africa recently held its 3rd Congress in Dakar, Senegal from 25th to 26th November, 
2015. The Theme was “Strong Trade Unions for a Better Africa”. Activities on Women, 
Youth, Migration, and Social Protection preceded the Congress. The TUC-Ghana was 
represented at the Congress which saw the election of leaders.59  
 
Conclusions 
South-South Trade Union Activities across Africa is not only directed at issues of mutual 
interests. Broader concerns of democracy, human and workers’ rights, migration, tax 
justice, illicit financial flows, global social justice are all top of the agenda. The building 
of these synergies is going a long way to engender Global Trade Union Solidarity. Some 
level of progress is being made, yet, there is a lot more work that needs to be done.  
Secondly, the absence of a single regional Trade Union Organisation representing the 
whole of Africa is a course for concern. The Organisation of African Trade Union Unity 
(OATUU) is rivalled by the ITUC-Africa. While the ITUC-Africa is the regional wing of 
its mother body, OATUU seeks to represent African Trade Union interests, devoid of the 
ideological influences of the Global North. There is the need to resolve the duplicity of 
efforts that may arise. Despite the existence of some level of collaborative efforts between 
the two bodies, the need to deepen this cooperation cannot be overemphasized. 
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 SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS, CONCLUSSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
4.1 Introduction  
The study focused on South-South Cooperation and Global Trade Union Solidarity. It 
discussed the concept of Cooperation, Global South, South-South Cooperation, Trade 
Union, and Solidarity. It also discussed the challenges that militates against workers 
right because of globalization. The final part of the work, among others, enquired into 
concrete aspects of South-South cooperation that the Trades Union Congress (TUC) of 
Ghana has engaged in. Finally, the situation of the African continent was looked at. 
Specifically, avenues of South-South Cooperation within Regional Integration 
communities and (sub) regional Trade Union Confederations were discussed.  
This chapter is dedicated to a summary of findings, conclusions and recommendations. 
However, before proceeding, let us remind ourselves of the objectives of the research 
which was to:   
1. Re-conceptualize Trade Union Solidarity within the context of South-South 
Cooperation.  
2. Assess the challenges of globalization and finance-led capitalism on Labour.  
3. Investigate the possibilities of cooperation among Trade Unions of different 
nationalities. 
4. Explore the state of South-South Cooperation in the Trade Union Movement in 
Ghana and its impact on the Global Trade Union Solidarity Movement. 
5. Investigate avenues of Trade Union Cooperation within Regional Integration 
Communities in the Global south with Specific reference to Africa. 
 
4.2 Summary of Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations 
To provide a more coordinated prose of the issues discussed in the study, this session 
will lump sum the discussion according to the objectives of the study.  We will 
therefore proceed as follows: 
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4.2.1 Trade union solidarity within the context of south-south cooperation 
The study observes that there are varieties of trade unions. They can be categorized 
according to various criteria. In relation to their focus, three ideal types are often 
described as class, society or market oriented Trade Unions. The acceptance of ‘strike’ 
is regarded as an important criterion that distinguishes Trade Unions from other 
Workers’ Interest groups is. The challenges faced by Trade Unions varies. One 
challenge that is more global in nature is the affront on rights of workers and threats to 
working conditions.  
The study adopted a broad understanding of the working class to include both waged 
and non-waged workers. Consequently, it is recommended that solidarity arrangements, 
developed by Trade Unions should consider the inclusion of non-waged workers.  
This work deviates from the solely economic-centric definition of the Global South. It 
advocates for a broader approach based on economic, political and socio-cultural 
criteria and therefore advocates for an attributes of power approach because the concept 
of Global South is a relational description based on power relativity in the global 
governance arrangement. The study therefore re-conceptualizes the global south as 
countries mainly of the former colonial world with relatively low economic, political 
and socio-cultural influence or insertion within the global governance arrangement.  
Consequently, South-South Cooperation is conceptualized as “a process whereby two 
or more countries, mainly of the former colonial world with relatively low economic, 
political and socio-cultural influence or insertion within the global governance 
arrangement pursue their individual and/or shared national capacity development 
objectives through exchange of knowledge, skills, resources and technical know-how, 
and through regional and interregional collective actions, including partnerships 
involving governments, regional organizations, civil society, academia and the private 
sector, for their individual and/or mutual benefit within and across regions”. 
Concerning the Global South, the study concludes that they are in their current 
situation as a result of a creation of society. They are further entrenched in this position 
by the unfair global governance arrangement. For this situation to change, the Global 
South needs to continually strive for reforms in the global governance arrangement. The 
effort towards change will however not be a simple one. To this end, it is recommended 
that the TUC-Ghana should mainstream into its educational curricula, sensitization of 
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its members about the structural challenges that confront peripheral countries, especially 
Ghana. It should also continually draw the attention of Government on this matter and 
further collaborate with other Trade Union of the Global South on reforms in global 
governance. For instance, alliances among trade Unions within various Regional 
integration communities of the Global South could be explored.  
On solidarity, the study identified its origins in at least three distinct fields. Its 
academic path is rooted in sociology, the religious path emanates from Roman Catholic 
and later Protestant doctrines. The social path is rooted in Marxism, Leninism and social 
democratic ideas. The study concludes that the origins of Trade Unions are therefore 
likely to influence their understanding and expression of Solidarity. 
Solidarity can be deepened by the need for complementarity and the presence of law 
which serves as a social glue. More so, the availability of resources is an important 
stimulant for solidarity actions. It was further discovered that common interests and 
language have long been a basis for identifying with one another and the consequent 
expression of solidarity. However, there is the need to go beyond these initial 
commonalities and a further need for ‘envy reduction’ in arrangements of solidarity.  
 
4.2.2 Challenges of globalization and finance-led capitalism on Labour  
The study found out that globalization is a two-edged sword, in that it can be a force 
for good and also for otherwise. It often manifests itself through internationalization but 
goes beyond that. It is a medium, and although it can be a carrier of the negative effects 
of neo-liberal capitalism, workers and Trade Unions can also take advantage of the 
same medium to organize and build united Trans-national responses.  
Further, the global affront on workers’ right underpins the need for Global Trade Union 
Cooperation and Solidarity actions. In responding to the challenges posed by 
globalization, there is the need to also build global coalitions with like-minded partners 
that may not necessarily be Trade Unions.  Additionally, the adoption of well-
coordinated global contestations is an effective tool to press home the demand of 
workers. Adoption of alternate platforms for discussion of issues that affect workers is 
also perceived as useful. However, these actions have to be decentralised and inclusive. 
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Related to this, financial and logistical support for the participation of less privileged 
groups must be encouraged to give Global Trade Union Solidarity an effective meaning.  
The study discovered that the development of regional responses to the challenges faced 
by Workers and Trade Unions is a laudable idea because it helps to address the huge 
global challenges in manageable regional chunks. However, care should be taken not to 
allow this process to degenerate into unhealthy regional differentiations.  
 
4.2.3 The possibilities of cooperation among Trade Unions of different nationalities 
The study found out that cooperation is possible in the international system even though 
it does not come naturally. It needs to be nurtured and developed through reducing 
disincentives to cooperation, deepening mutual trust and assurances between and among 
actors. It often begins with a field of mutual interest and when successful, it is widened 
to cover other interests. Actors should be aware of the intentions of one another and 
develop common goals in their collective interests while they work towards reducing 
the influence of personal interest in their relations.  
Although cooperation among Trade Unions of different nationalities is possible, the 
current global economic governance architecture that places workers of the Global 
South at a disadvantage in relation to their counterparts in the global North, generates 
‘envy’ and may limit effective Global Trade Union Solidarity. This situation is further 
complicated when Trade Unions of the Global North are affiliated to political parties of 
ruling governments whose unfavourable foreign policy decisions towards the Global 
South, they cannot dissociate themselves from.  
The study identified that trans-national activism provides opportunities for Trade 
Unions to push their agenda and interests at the global level. However, the 
precariousness of sustaining actions on ad-hoc basis reinforces the need to develop 
sustainable mechanisms for the redress of issues at the global level. Trade Unions 
should therefore develop and sustain institutionalized mechanisms for Global Trade 
Union Cooperation. This will enable them to have already existing mechanisms for the 
expression of solidarity.  
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4.2.4 The state of South-South Cooperation in the Trade Union Movement in Ghana 
and its impact on the Global Trade Union Solidarity Movement  
The study identified that the TUC-Ghana is engaged in South-South Trade Union 
Cooperation. The essence of their engagement is building Trade Union Solidarity 
towards mutual as well as larger interests of global proportions. One of such is the 
trilateral cooperation it is jointly engaged in with the Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC) 
and the Congress of South Africa Trade Unions (COSATU). It was recognized that the 
three Centres have the ability to help build the capacities of other Trade Unions in the 
Global South. The study therefore calls on them to translate their expertise and 
experiences into global level actions that goes beyond their trilateral relationship. 
Relating the TUC-Ghana to the points for successful SSC Mechanisms (discussed 
earlier in Chapter two), the study concludes that it has the necessary attributes and 
framework in place to sustain SSC. First and foremost, it has some level of financing, 
although inadequate, to undertake actions related to SSC. Secondly, it has dedicated 
personnel in its International Department to technically oversee the implementation of 
actions related to SSC. Thirdly, it has policies on SSC. Fourthly, there is institutional 
commitment to SSC although some more work needs to be done to deepen support 
among its affiliates. Also, it has both formal and informal networks for interactions that 
are SSC in nature although further work needs to be done to institutionalize such 
networks. Further, the TUC is an initiator and key player of SSC mechanism. The 
mechanisms it engages in have knowledge sharing components and are development 
oriented. Finally, the TUC is very concerned about internal democracy and is well 
organized nationally.  
Also, the study identified that the TUC-Ghana has a path of democratic development 
and has engaged in democratization in the country. It was further identified that the 
deeper the level of internal Trade Union democracy, the stronger the moral authority to 
push for the interest of workers.  The TUC-Ghana is in tune with the contemporary 
challenges that confronts Trade Unions. Thus, it has made policies and implemented 
affirmative actions to address the challenges of underrepresentation of Women and 
Youth in decision making.  
It was further identified that democratic regimes do not necessarily safeguard the 
existence of Trade Unions. This conclusion is drawn based on the TUC’s experience 
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with the Second Republican Government of Ghana. However, it is acknowledged that 
democracy, when properly practiced provides safeguards for working rights.  
The study realized that the tripartite has helped the partners to develop common 
understanding of issues at the global level. Specifically, it has helped them to develop 
common positions on issues at the level of ILO and within Africa. Despite the focus on 
SSC, the TUC-Ghana has also devoted some significant efforts and commitment to 
North-South Cooperation. The support offered by these mechanisms has helped to build 
its capacity in various aspects and placed it in a better position in its dealings with other 
Trade Unions of the Global South.  
 
4.2.5 Avenues of Trade Union Cooperation within Regional Integration Communities 
in the Global South with Specific reference to Africa  
The study identified that mechanisms for Trade Union participation in the affairs of 
Regional Integration communities in Africa is inadequate. The platforms offered could 
however help to build alliances towards larger aims. Further to this, the development of 
stronger regional Trade Union bodies and cooperation in Africa is important to help the 
regional integration process. This will also be a proactive way that creates channels for 
labour conflict resolution.  
Another issues that was identified was the need to create platforms within Regional 
integration communities for Trade Unions to participate. This will give some meaning 
to the tripartite process at the regional and sub-regional levels of governance in Africa. 
The participation of Trade unions within these bodies will ensure that the concerns of 
workers are well addressed in regional policy making and decisions.  For this to be 
possible, Trade Unions across Africa needs to commence discussions on sustainable 
means of financing. 
The study further recognised duplication of efforts at the level of Regional Trade Union 
representation. Having ITUC-Africa and OATUU as two regional bodies that represent 
African Trade Unions, there is the need for discussions on the challenges posed by this 
situation and strategies for redress. This may call for a merger of some sort.  
The efforts of the TUC-Ghana in the revival of the Organisation of Trade Unions in 
West Africa (OTUWA) is commendable. The provision of office space by its Trilateral 
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partner and West Africa neighbour, the Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC) is also worth 
mentioning. The activeness of sub-regional Trade Union bodies such as OTUWA is 
very strategic for the building of stronger regional Trade Union organisations. OTUWA 
should take strategic steps however to get fully involved in the affairs of the Economic 
Community of West Africa States (ECOWAS).  
The TUC-Ghana is much concerned about the need for its members to affiliate with 
sector based Global Union Federations. This, it believes will help strengthen its member 
Unions and provide opportunities for cooperation and building of synergies in their 
actions. There is however the challenge of affiliation fees and the lack of appreciation 
by its member Unions of the benefits that can accrue from such affiliations. It is thereby 
recommended that the TUC develops strategies and incentives to remedy this situation.  
Among other examples, the Public Services Workers Union (PSWU), an affiliate of the 
TUC-Ghana, is actively engaged in the affairs of the Public Services International (PSI). 
It is engaged in both formal and informal interactive networks with Trade Unions of 
other countries within the PSI fraternity. Its involvement in the African Public and Civil 
Service Union Network (APACSUN) is worth mentioning.  
 
4.3 Confirmation of Hypothesis 
Based on the detailed discussion undertaken by the study, of which a summary is 
offered in this chapter, the study concludes that its hypothesis was verified. Thus, the 
involvement of the Trade Union Congress (TUC) of Ghana in South-South 
Cooperation arrangement has contributed to engendering Global Trade Union 
Solidarity.  
This conclusion is been made because the actions of South-South Cooperation that the 
TUC-Ghana engages in are aimed at broader and global aims that helps to protect and 
promote the working rights of workers in Africa and beyond. To the extent that its 
activities and engagements is helping to build a stronger Trade Union Solidarity 
Movement in Africa and other constituent members of the Global South, we can safely 
conclude that the hypothesis of the research is proven.  
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